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Abstract

In this report, we present a manual design of the MPEG algorithm. We also propose

a methodologyfor pipelined datapath designs. We believe that our pipelining methodology

will not only save considerable designer time but will also result in more cost-effective

designs. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology a considerable

part of the MPEG is designed using it.
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1 Introduction

Current tendency in user presentation is towards interactive graphical interfaces. Such

interfaces, like digital TV and the videotelephone, contain both graphical representation

and some sort of communication.

A graphical representation is typically a still or moving picture, which requires consid

erable amount of memory and high speed. A typical picture, with a resolution of 720x480

pixels and a 24-bit colormap, requires approximately IM bytes of storage. If we were using

this resolution for each frame of a moving picture (30 frames/second) we would require 30M

bytes of storage for each second of play. For a 90 minute feature film this means 168G byte

of storage. Current technology does not allow us to store this amount of data on a single

storage unit. Such a film would also require a speed of 249M bits/second for viewing which

no current storage device can handle.

The problem of high speed conflicting with large memories can be solved using digital

signal processing algorithms (DSP) to compress the pictures. Very often many of a pictures

pixels are the same and can therefore be compressed. The human eye also does not need

every pixel to understand a picture. Because of these two factors we say that a picture is

redundant. A DSP application utilize the redundancy of a picture or a sequence of pictures

to compress them considerably. When a picture has been compressed it can be stored on

storage units available today. A CD-ROM is such a unit and it allows enough retrieval

speed of approximately 1.5M bits/second.

The goal of this report is to manually design a typical DSP application. Our DSP

application is the MPEG, which is an ISO standard compression/decompression algorithm

for moving pictures. The purpose being to create a DSP benchmark for current HLS tools.

In [5] we use this manual design to evaluate a current HLS tool.

We start the report in the next chapter by explaining the MPEG algorithm. Sec

tion 3 then explain the manual design process. We then describe the methodology used for

pipelined designs. The report also contains three appendixes. Appendix A contains VHDL

descriptions of all the modules. Appendixes B and C then describe the complete manual

design and the library used.

2 The MPEG algorithm

In 1988, the International Organization of Standardization (ISO) had a workgroup, called

the "Joint Photographic Expert Group" (JPEG), developing a compression standard for still

images. The natural next step from the JPEG was the "Moving Pictures Expert Group"

(MPEG). The MPEG was started in an effort to develop a compression standard for moving

pictures. In 1988 only a few applications utilized digital moving pictures but research in



the field of image processing was growing rapidly. Therefore in order to to make sure the

standard would not be obsolete at the time of publication the MPEG committee had to take

into consideration the state of the art technology and the best of academic and industrial

research. This was a hard task and was achieved by MPEG by including a competitive

phase in the methodology of developing the standard. In this competition 17 companies

and institutions contributed and 14 different proposals were submitted. The MPEG group

then joined the proposals and came up with the standard bitstream and decoding algorithm.

The MPEG standard was ready in 1990and today it is the most accepted standard for video

compression[3].

The MPEG standard specifies the syntax of its bitstream, how the sequence of pictures

is coded within the bitstream and the decoding process. Note that the standard does

not specify how to produce a MPEG bitstream. This fact and the flexibility of both the

bitstream and the decoding process leaves the designer of a MPEG application with a lot

of free space to work in.

We start this chapter, in Section 2.1, by discussing the requirements of a standard video

bitstream and how the MPEG fulfills these requirements. The next three sections then

explain how a sequence of pictures is coded within the bitstream. Section 2.2 explains the

basic computation units, namely blocks and macroblocks. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 then discuss

the two redundancy reduction schemes used by the MPEG. Finally, we end the chapter

with an explanation of the decoding process.

2.1 Bitstream and Features

A standard bitstream has to contain certain features and fulfill several requirements. We

start this section by introducing some requirements that must be fulfilled. Then weexplain

how the MPEG bitstream fulfills these requirements. Some of them are:

Format Flexibility The standard may not be fixed on frame rate or raster size.

Random Access A compressed video bitstream should be accessible at intermediate points

and any frame of video should be decompressable in a limited amount of time. Since

a TV-viewer may turn the TV on or change channels at any time, this requirement

is essential for digital TV. In order to make this possible the bitstream must contain

distinct points where starting to access the bitstream wiU result in correct decoding.

We call these points Access-Points. The Access-Point method for Random Access

prohibits pictures to reference other pictures from between different Access-Points.

Figure 1 shows a typical bitstream where Access-Points have been inserted.

Fast Forward/Reverse It should be possible to scan the bitstream (as long as the storage

media allows such access) and display only selected pictures. If the bitstream contains



Access-Points
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Access-Points like Figure 1 shows, we can scan the bitstream and only display the next

picture to each Access-Point. This would result in a Fast Forward/Reverse effect.
Editability Again, if the bitstream contains Access-Points it should be possible to reorder

the intervals between them. Even though each picture is not decoded as a still picture

such editability may be desirable.

Reverse Playback It would be nice or even necessary to have this feature in some ap

plications. The standard bitstream is therefore required to allow the possibility of

implementing Reverse Playback without a lot of additional resources.

Audio-Visual Synchronization The bitstreamshould contain some mechanism to resyn-
chronize an audio and a video should they be derived from different sources.

Robustness to Errors Catastrophic behavior in the presence of errors should be avoid

able. For an example, if the bitstream is used for digital TV it should show the picture

even if there is some noise in the broadcasted signal.

Encoding/Decoding Time Coding time refers to the time it takes to encode or decode a

sequence of pictures. Different applications require different constraints on the delay.

When considering this constraint we separate applications into two classes; asymmet

ric and symmetric. Asymmetric applications require encoding with multiple decoding,

an example is a video tape. This class of applications usually puts no constraint on

the encoding time but the decoding must be done in real time. The other class, sym

metric applications, requires encoding as often as decoding; the videotelephone is an

example. In this case there is just as high a time constraint on the encoding as on

the decoding, but we do not need the high quality of a videotape. In summary, the

bitstream should allow a trade off between coding time and quality.
Cost Tradeoffs The bitstream must allow a trade offbetween implementation complexity

(area and difficulty of implementation) and implementation of features. A typical

decoder must also be implementable with a small number of chips.

The MPEG meets some of these requirements by containing several parameters in the

bitstream itself. These parameters characterize the bitstream and the decoder. Some of the

important parameters are the picture width, the picture height, the pixel aspect ratio, the

frame rate and the incoming bit rate. These parameters fulfill the first requirement, the

format flexibility.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Layers of the MPEG bitstream

Other requirements are meet by introducing more bitstream parameters and a layered

structure of the bitstream. The goal of a layered structure is to separate entities in the

bitstream that are logically distinct. The MPEG bitstream contains 6 layers that are

ordered in a hierarchical way. See Figure 2 for how the hierarchy levels become apparent

in the bitstream. The 6 layers are, the highest level first:

The sequence layer contains Access-Points for Random Access. This layer therefore al

lows Fast For ward/Reverse, Reverse Playback, Audio-Visual Synchronization and Ro

bustness to Errors.

The group of pictures layer contains the same kind of Access-Points as the sequence

layer. However, since there are more groups of pictures than sequence layers the

group of pictures layer aids the Random Access further than the sequence layer.

The picture layer contains some Access-Points, but since a picture in a MPEG bitstream

can reference a previous picture not aU pictures are used as Access-Points. A picture

Access-Point is the lowest level of Access-Points in the MPEG bitstream. Since not

all pictures are Access-Points the bitstream can not be edited picture by picture.

The slice layer contains parameters that control the decoding of a part of a picture. This

layer can be used for resynchronization and therefore aids the Robustness to Errors

requirement.

The macroblock layer is used for motion compensation; a scheme used for temporal

redundancy reduction (explained in Section 2.4).

The block layer contains blocks, the basic unit of computation in the MPEG algorithm.

This layer is compressed by spatial redundancy reduction (explained in Section 2.3).

The next section explains macroblocks and blocks.



2.2 Macroblocks and Blocks

The primary unit of coding within a picture is the macroblock. A macroblock spans 16x16

pixels on the display. Each pixel is represented by its illuminance (Y) and two color differ

ence signals (Cr and Cb). Human vision is twice as good in determining the illuminance

macroblock

6 b ocks

=>
Display-Segment Chrominance Chrominance

Figure 3: Brief explanation of macroblock and block

as it is in determining the color of an object. This results in twice as much data needed for

illuminance as compared to the color.

Figure 3 shows that a 16x16 pixel display segment is called a macroblock. Each mac

roblock is represented by four 8x8 element illuminance blocks (Y1,Y2,Y3 and Y4) and two

8x8 chrominance blocks (Cb and Cr). These 8x8 element blocks are the smallest units on

which a computation is done within the MPEG decoder. The macroblocks and blocks are

used to reduce the redundancy in the bitstream. Blocks are used to reduce spatial redun

dancy and macroblocks to reduce temporal redundancy. The next two sections explain

these schemes.

2.3 Spatial Redundancy

In order to compress individual pictures we have to reduce spatial redundancy. Since the

smallest coding unit is a block, spatial redundancy reduction in the MPEG algorithm refers

to the reduction within blocks. Figure 4 shows how the MPEG encodes and decodes blocks.

Four main schemes are used to reduce the spatial redundancy:

Discrete Cosine Transform This is a wellknown orthogonal array transformation. Among

the possible orthogonal array transformations it was chosen mainly because it is fast

and quite easy to implement. During encoding each block is Discrete Cosine Trans

formed. During the decoding each block therefore has to be Inverse Discrete Cosine

Transformed (IDCT-ed).
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Figure 4: MPEG scheme to reduce spatial redundancy

Quantization The next step in the encoding process is to quantize the DCT coefficients.

The DCT coefficients are usually quite smaD and by quantization we can utilize the

available bit range better. The quantization results in a better utilization of the band

width and enhances the visual quality of the picture. The decoder has to dequantize

(DEQ) the coefficients before the IDCT.

Run-Length (RL) Coding The third scheme scans the array in a zig-zag manner and

transforms elements into run-length pairs. The "run" indicates how many elements

in sequence have the value "length".

Variable Length (VL) Coding The last scheme VL-codes each of the run-length pairs

in such a way that they take as little memory or transmission time as possible. This

is done with the use of various tables.

Even though aU these four schemes are used on each block it is the quantization along

with the RL-coding that contributes the most to the compression. When the decoder

receives the MPEG bitstream of a block it starts by VL-decoding it. Then it is RL-decoded

and DEQ-ed. Finally it is IDCT-ed and the original block has been reconstructed from the



bitstream.

However, the MPEG is a compression algorithm for moving pictures and can there utihze

the redundancy between different pictures. This redundancy is called temporal redundancy.

The next section wiU discuss how the standard utilizes temporal redundancy.

2.4 Temporal Redundancy

This section explains how the MPEG algorithm reduces temporal redundancy but yet allows

Random Access. A sequence of pictures has redundancy between individual pictures which

is called temporal redundancy. In order to reduce this redundancy, pictures must be able

to reference each other, but Random Access requires limited referencing (see Section 2.1).

There is obviously a conflict between reduction of temporal redundancy and Random Access.

In order to reduce the redundancy but stiU allow Random Access the MPEG algorithm

limits the referencing between pictures to only a few pictures. Since some pictures are even

coded with no referencing and can therefore be used as Access-Points for Random Access.

The MPEG algorithm introduces three different picture coding schemes: Intra-coded

pictures (I), Predictive-coded pictures (P) and Interpolation-coded pictures, also called

Bidirectional-coded pictures (B). Figure 5 shows that I-pictures do not reference any other

pictures. P-pictures only reference the previous I- or P-picture and B-pictures reference both

the previous and next I- or P-picture. Figure 5 only gives a brief explanation of the picture

types. However, before we get into any more details let us look at motion compensation.

Forward Prediction Forward Prediction

Bidirectional Prediction

Figure 5: Referencing between pictures

Motion compensation enhances the ability to reference between pictures. When encoding

any macroblock (16 x 16 pixels of the display), motion compensation allows the algorithm

to reference a different part of the display from a previously received picture. Motion

compensated referencing assumes that the current picture can be modeled "locally" as a

translation of the picture at a previous time. Locally means that the amplitude and direction

of the displacement (motion-vectors) need not be fixed for the entire picture[3]. The next



paragraphs explain each of the picture types in a little more detail than Figure 5.

Figure 6: I-picture coding

The I-pictures are coded without referencing other pictures. Since they do not depend

on the previous bitstream they can be used as Access-Points for Random Access. Since

I-pictures do no referencing, no temporal redundancy reduction is possible and they are

therefore the least compressed pictures of the three types. Figure 6 shows that any mac-

roblock X in an I-picture is solely decoded from the bitstream. Every block is VLD-ed,

DEQ-ed and IDCT-ed before being displayed. The block is also stored for future references

by other pictures.

motion-vector = (16,32)

Figure 7: F-picture coding

A F-picture references a previous I- or F-picture. There is therefore some temporal

redundancy reduction in F-pictures which makes them more compressed than I-pictures.

Figure 7 shows macroblock X referencing a previous picture and motion compensation

being done with the use of a motion-vector. The referenced block is called the predicted

block. The difference between the predicted block and the original block comes in from

the bitstream. The block comming in has to be VLD-ed, DEQ-ed and IDCT-ed before

we can consider it to be the difference-block. The difference-block is then added to the

predicted block to get the reconstructed block (X). X is then displayed and stored for

future references by other pictures. By examining Figure 5 we can see that the I- and

F-pictures can be used for Fast Forward/Reverse playing because there is no referencing in

I-pictures and only I- or F-picture referencing in F-pictures.

The B-pictures reference both a previous and a future I- or F-picture. There is therefore



motion-vector = (16,32) motion-vector = (-8,8)
(backward) (forward)

Figure 8: B-picture coding

a great deal of redundancy reduction in B-pictures which makes them the most compressed

of all the picture types. Figure 8 shows macroblock X referencing both a previous and

a future picture. It also shows that there are now two motion-vectors to compensate for

different motion in the two pictures. Note that the motion-vector does not have to be a

whole block. The average of the two referenced blocks is called the interpolated block. Just

Uke for the P-pictures the difference block comes in from the bitstream and has to be VLD-

ed, DEQ-ed and IDCT-ed. The difference block is then added to the interpolated block to

get the reconstructed block (X). B-pictures are displayed but since there is no picture type

that references B-pictures there is no reason for storing them.

To make it possible to interpolate between a previous and a future picture the encoder

reorders the pictures in such a way that the decoder receives the I- and P-pictures before

the B-picture. The correct display order must then be recovered by the decoder.

2.5 Decoding Process

Sections 2.1 to 2.4 discuss the MPEG bitstream and how a sequence of pictures is coded

within it. Since the choice of picture types and motion-vectors are not simple decisions

it can be quite a challenge to produce a MPEG bitstream. The encoding process is not

determined by the MPEG because the choices depend on the subject being compressed.

However, the decoding process is specified by the standard and we use it to implement a

MPEG decoder.

Eigure 9 shows the main functional modules of the standard decoder. The input to

the decoder is a variable bit rate coded video bitstream which follows the MPEG syntax.

The output are the reconstructed blocks of the picture sequence. The following paragraphs

explain how the decoder modules are used to decode the bitstream.

Because the coded video bitstream can be of variable bit rate a buffer is needed between

the bitstream and the rest of the decoder. This buffer is a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) buffer

and the rest of the decoder can read from it at a constant rate.

As explained in the previous sections, the bitstream contains motion-vectors and addi-
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Figure 9: Schematic Block Diagram of the Decoding Process

tional parameters along with the incoming block. The parameters are separated from the

incoming block by the DEMUX module.

In order to reconstruct the difference-block, the incoming block traverses through a VLD,

a DEQ and an IDCT module. The Adder module then adds up the difference-block and a

reference-block (predicted or interpolated). The framestore accommodates the Adder with

the reference-block or a zero-block if decoding an I-picture. The result from the addition is

then stored back in the framestore (if I- or P-picture) and displayed via the frame reorder

module.

Our implementation is based on Figure 9 even though it turned out somewhat different.

The next chapter wiU give a more detailed description of our implementation.

3 Manual Synthesis

In order to discuss the results of BdA with some confidence we manually design the MPEG

algorithm before commenting on the resourcefulness of BdA. This chapter will discuss the

manual design of the algorithm.

In Section 3.1 we introduce the time constraints we have to conform with. In order to

conform with them we decompose the algorithm into several modules; the decomposition

is discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 then explains the design of the boundaries between

the modules. Each module is finally designed using two similar models which are defined

in Section 3.4. When we have decomposed the algorithm, designed each module and the

boundaries between them the final section. Section 3.5, gives an overview of the complete

design.



3.1 The MPEG time constraints

It is impossible to implement a decoder that handles all MPEG bitstreams because the

standard puts no limit on the picture height and width, the frame rate or the incoming bit

rate. For the standard to become widespread it defines a subset of these parameters. If

a bitstream conforms with the subset it is called a "Constrained Parameters Bitstream".

Some of these parameters are:

Horizontal picture size < 768 pixels

Vertical picture size < 576 lines

Picture area < 396 macroblocks

Picture rate < 30 Hz

Bit rate < 1,856,000 bits/second

But an implementation does not have to conform with the "Constrained Parameters Bit-

stream". A chip can work on any subset but if its parameters are too tight it may not

become widely used. We wiU try to conform with the following parameters:

Horizontal picture size < 720 pixels

Vertical picture size < 480 lines

Picture rate < 30 Hz

Bit rate < 15,000,000 6its/second

These are the same parameters as LSI Logic Inc. uses in their L64112 decoder[4].

Our implementation will then have an input constraint of 15M bits/second. This con

straint allows 66.67 ns for each bit, which means that the decoder should be able to accept

a bit every 66.67 ns. Figure 10 shows this constraint on the input to the decoder.

15M bits/sec MPEG 30 X 1350 blocks/sec

4000 ns/block

Figure 10: Input and Output Constraints on the MPFG decoder

The output constraint is the picture rate. However, the basic unit of computation in

the MPFG algorithm is a block, it is therefore logical that we transform the picture rate

constraint into a block rate constraint. A block rate constraint wiU give the minimum delay

we can accept for each block.

In order to transform the picture rate constraint we first realize that a picture size of

720 X 480 pixels imphes 1350 macroblocks/picture because each macroblock covers 16 x



16pixels of the display. The picture rate constraint gives us 1350x 30 = 40500 macroblocks/second.

Finally, because eachmacroblock consists of6 blocks, we have40500x6 = 243000 blocks jsecond.

This is the same as a time constraint of 4115.22 nsfblock. To be on the safe side we will

use a constraint of 4000 ns in the following design. Figure 10 shows this constraint on the

output of the decoder.

3.2 The decomposition of the MPEG

We decided to use the same clock period for all the MPEG modules. Preliminary exper

iments indicated that a 25 ns clock period would be acceptable for most of the modules.

We also chose to use no busses but use multiplexers where several inputs are going to the

same functional unit.

However, the computation of the MPEG algorithm is too complex for us to implement

it in 4000 ns. We therefore have to pipeline the design by partitioning the algorithm into

several modules that can be run one after the other on the same data but at the same time

on different data. Figure 11 shows that by partitioning the algorithm into such modules

we can have each module run in 4000 ns without violating the throughput constraint of

4000 ns/block.

15M bits/sec MPEG 30 X 1350 blocks/sec

4000 ns/block

Figure 11: Constraint has changed to a Throughput Constraint

Latency is the delay from starting to decode a new signal until the first block has

traversed through the decoder and has been displayed. This delay would become apparent

to a user of a digital television when he switches channels. From Figure 11 we see that if

we partition the decoder into n modules, its latency will be n X4000 ns. The ISO standard

imposes no constraint on the latency but is it preferable to have it short[3].

When partitioning the MPEG algorithm it helped to start by following the modules

of the ISO proposal in Figure 9. By using a straightforward method we partition it as

Figure 12 shows.

By examination of the modules in Figure 12 we realize that the "Buffer" and the "DE-

MUX" contain very little computation. We could then possibly do both of them in 4000 ns.

After examining the actual functionality of these modules closely we decided to join them



Predict and
Framestore

Figure 12: A partitioned version of the ISO standard decoder

and decompose the functionality differently into three modules, which execute in parallel

and do not communicate via partition boundaries. The new decomposition and modules

are shown in Figure 13. The functionality of the new modules is:

Ser2Par Retrieve a bit at a time from the environment. Every 32-bits should then be

stored in parallel into the VBV.

VBV The Video Buffering Verifier (VBV) is merely a buffer. It stores the 32-bit words

from the Ser2Par module and delivers them to the Bitstream decoder in a FIFO

manner.

Bitstream Decoder This module contains information on the general bitstream syntax.

It sorts the parameters coming from the bitstream from the data of the difference-

blocks. The Bitstream Decoder also contains a VLD for decoding of parameters that

are Variable Length Coded.

Predict and
Framestore

Re-order

Figure 13: Intermediate partitioning (part 1/3)

The execution time of the Ser2Par module must be such that it can handle the constraint

of the incoming bitstream (66.67 nslbit). It is, on the other hand, very hard to compute



the actual execution time of the Bitstream Decoder because it depends heavily on the

incoming bitstream. The VBV is a buffer between the two modules and its constraint

is therefore two fold. First it must be able to store the words from the Ser2Par module

(32 X66.67 = 2133ns/word). Secondly it must be ready to deliver a word to the Bitstream

Decoder whenever it may need it. It is hard to compute this constraint because it depends
heavily on the bitstream itself.

Because of the intensive computation and decision making involved in the predictor it

seems natural to split it into several modules. The predictor has to decode the motion-

vectors from parameters in the bitstream. Then it has to fetch the correct blocks from the

framestore. Some computation then has to be performed on these blocks (i.e., interpolation

in B-pictures). After examining the specification the new decomposition seen in Figure 14
seems natural. A short functionality description of each module is:

Re-order

Figure 14: Intermediate partitioning (part 2/3)

Motion Derives the motion vectors from parameters given by the bitstream decoder.

Addr Computes the addresses of the blocks to be retrieved from the framestore. It is the

motion vectors that determine what the resulting addresses will be.

Fetch Fetches the blocks from the framestore at the addresses computed by the Addr

module.

Fetch/Mem The framestore is an external memory. The Fetch/Mem module handles the

communication with the external memory for the Fetch module.

Calc If the motion vectors indicate a half a pixel motion then two blocks are fetched and

the Calc module calculates the average between these two blocks.

Compute When the picture type is a B-picture the Compute module computes the average

of the blocks from the previous and future pictures.



store If the picture type is a I- or a P-picture the block should be stored back into the

framestore.

Store/Mem This module has the same function for the Store module as the Fetch/ Mem

module has for the Fetch module.

AU of these modules have an execution time constraint of 4000 ns except for the modules

that communicate with the external memory. Those modules allow the external memory

to become as slow as 3 clocks or 75 ns. The external memory must be able to hold two

whole pictures or 2 X1350 macroblocks/picture x 6 blocks/macrobiock x 64 bytes/block «

IM byte.

The "IDCT" in general consists of two matrix multiplications, it is therefore natural to

split the module in two and design only one matrix multipher and instantiate it twice. The

modules are called:

IDCTl Multiplies temp = coefficients x input

IDCT2 Multiplies output = temp x coefficients^

The dequantizer also needs computation which is more than we can handle in 4000 ns,

we would therefore like to split it into several modules. We split it into 3 modules. The

functionality of the modules is:

Deql Computes the first half of the overall computation that needs to be done on every

element of the input block

Deq2 Computes the second half

DeqO The first element (nr. 0) of the block needs some additional computation and we

include this computation in a separate module

The new modules comiflg with decomposing the IDCT and DEQ are shown in Figure 15.

Like before, all of them have the execution time constraint of 4000 ns.

The rest of the modules are fairly straight forward and the final decomposition is shown

in Figure 16. The functionality of the rest of the modules is as follows:

Addition Adds up the predicted (or interpolated) block and the difference-block that has

been traversing through the Deq and IDCT modules.

Display This module contains the same computation as the "Frame Reorder" module in

the standard decoder. Its only purpose is to reorder the pictures and deliver each

block to the environment.

Display/Mem Serves the same purpose as the Store/Mem and Fetch/Mem mentioned

above.

These modules also have a time constraint of 4000 ns.
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Figure 15: Intermediate partitioning (part 3/3)

We have now partitioned the MPEG design. If the partitioned design was a traditional

pipeline then each module would be designed using combinational logic and the partition

boundaries would contain rows of registers. But in our case each module is a sequential

entity that may want to read or write to a boundary at any time during the execution of

its function. We therefore have to design the partition boundaries separately and the next

section wiU discuss this problem.

3.3 Design of partition boundaries

Because the modules between partition boundaries are sequential entities they may read

and write to boundary registers at any time during their execution time. Figure 17 shows an

example where the wrong order of reads and writes may result in the wrong functionality.

From Figure 17 we can see that module i' + 1 reads the old value of register a and

module i then writes to it afterwards. This is the correct functionabty and produces no

problems. But for register b, module i writes it before module z' + 1 has read it. The old

value of b is then lost when module i + 1 finally gets down to reading it.

To solve this problem we could impose the restriction on the modules that module i can

not write to a boundary register until module z+ 1 has read it. This would be too restrictive

because every module would have to know when the next module would read from every

partition boundary register. The design of the modules would become extremely difficult.

Another solution to the problem is to have module i keep an internal register for each

boundary register it may wish to write to (see temp in Figure 18). It would then write to

the internal register instead of the boundary register. Module i + 1 would always read from

the boundary register which would not change between register clocks. On the rising or



Figure 16: The final partitioning we used for the MPEG

falling edge of the register clock, the internal register of module i is written to module i + 1

and everything works fine. This is the way we solve the problem for simple registers. When

there are registerfiles on the partition boundary the problem is similar and so is the solution.

We have to double the size of the registerfile. While module i writes into the lower half,

module i + 1 is reading from the upper half. On the arrival of the register clock, we switch

so that module i now writes into the upper half and module i'+ 1 reads from the lower half.

This can easily be done by controling the most significant bit of the registerfile addresses.

Figure 18 shows how we typically design a partition boundary that has a registerfile.

Some of the modules between the partition boundaries wiU become pipelines using the

TSMVV model. That is why we reference the pipeline we have been discussing so far as

the macro pipeline. Other modules wiU simply be designed using the TSM.V model. We

will discuss the two models in the next section.

3.4 The TSM-T) and the TSMDV Models

The input specification to synthesis is sequential. It is therefore natural to use a state

based (sequential) model for the implementation. A well known state based model is the

TSM ("Finite State Machine"). As Figure 19 shows, a TSM model consists of a set of

states, a set of transitions between states and a set of actions associated with the states or

transitions. Formally the TSM is a quintuple



module i module i-t-1

execution time

State 12 3 4 5 6 7 81

register "a" read write
(module 1+1) (module I)

register "b" write read
(module I) (module i+1)

Figure 17: Reading and writing to boundary registers

/ a next state function (f: 5 X J —+ 5)

h a output function (h: S x I ^ O)

The TSM model becomes cumbersome when the number of inputs increases, because the

number of possible states can increase up to 2" where n is the number of input pins. By

introducing variables we can reduce the number of states enormously. An 8-bit variable can

reduce the number ofstates by 2® = 256. This concept leads to a model called TSMV[l].

The TSMV model is a TSM with a datapath. As Figure 20 shows, the TSMV

reduces the TSM from being the controling and computational unit to only being the

controling unit. The TSM will control the datapath in such a way that some input along
with the current state will produce the output. Unlike the TSM model, the inputs to the

TSM of the TSMV are only status signals from the datapath and the outputs are only
control signals to the datapath. The definition of the TSMV is similar to the definition

for the TSM except for the extension of the inputs and outputs. The inputs are extended

to include a set of status values and the outputs are extended to include a set of storage

variable assignments. The formal definition is therefore

< 5,/U5TAT,OU A,/,/i >

S a set of states

I a set of inputs
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Figure 18: Design of a registerfile on partition boundary

O a set of outputs

/ a next state function (f: S X I —* S)

h a output function (h: S x I ^ O

and

VAR a set of storage variables

EXP a set of expressions {EXP = {g{x,y,z,...) \ x,y,z,... £ VAR})
Rel a set of logic relations between two expressions

A a set of storage variable assignments {A = {X e | X GVAR,e € EXP))
STAT a set of status values (STAT = {Rel(a,b) | a,6 G EXP})

Most of the manual designs, shown in Appendix B, are ESMVs but not all. The reason

being that the TSMV model is a sequential model, like the TSM.. If we use the model

for a repeated computation like:
/or i in 0 to 63 loop

a := 43 X i;
b := a —43;
c := 12 X 6;

end loop-,

Such a model would compute a in its first state then b and in the third state it would

compute c. In order to speed up the execution we can pipeline it. Essentially this means

to compute a of iteration i, b of iteration f + 1 and c of iteration f + 2 at the same time.

Using this method we have formulated a model called the ESMVV.
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Figure 19: Example of a TSM
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Figure 20: Example of a !FSM'D

The definition of a J^SMVV is again an extension of the previous model. The TSMW

is however, comparable to the TSMV because of three reasons. First, both models contain a

controling unit implemented using a TSM. The TSMV model has a TSM that controls

a datapath and the J-SAiW model has a TSM controlling a pipeline. Secondly, the

functional units of a datapath are comparable to stages in the TSMVV pipeline. Thirdly,

the pipeline registers can simply be viewed as storage variables. When we understand this

compatibility it becomes trivial to write the formal definition for the TSMVV'.

< 5,/U A,OU >

S a set of states

/ a set of inputs

0 a set of outputs
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Figure 21: Example of a TSMVV

f a next state function (f: S x I —>• S)

h a output function (h: 5 x / —»• O

and

PREG a set of pipeline registers (storage variables)

FSMD a set of ESMVs (defined above)

A a set of pipeline register assignments {A = {X <= e | X G PREG,e G FSMD})

We designed the modules Deql, Deq2, Fetch, Calc, IDCTl and IDCT2 using this model

and the designs can be seen in Appendix B. The methodology we used for designing using

this model is given in the next chapter.

The best way to understand the manual design is to examine together the implemen

tations in Appendix B and the behavioral models in Appendix A. A general overview is

needed in order to evaluate our implementation in terms of gate counts and area. We discuss

this in the next section.

3.5 Evaluation of the manual design

Figure 22 shows aU the MPEG modules. The box around each module indicates the model

used to design them. A dark box indicates a TSMV, a dotted box means the module was

designed according to the TSMVV model. The next chapter explains our methodology for

designing a module using the TSMVP model.

Each of the boxes also contains the execution time of the module in ns. The time

constraint computed in the beginning of this chapter is 4000 ns for every module. None

of the modules exceed this constraint. We can therefore clock the macro pipeline using

a 4000 ns clock period. The throughput of the design is then 1 block per 4000 ns. The

latency becomes 8 X 4000 = 36 ps which is more than adequate.



Figure 22: Overview of the architecture of MPEG modules

On the other hand, the maximum incoming bit rate that our design can handle is

1 bit per 75 ns => 13.3M hits/second. The constraint of 15M hits I second is not fulfilled,

but the difference does not have any impact on our experiment and we therefore accept the

13.3Af bits I second as our maximum incoming bit rate.

The execution time of the decoder is not computed because it is highly dependent on

the incoming bitstream.

Figure 23: Gate count for each module of our design

Figure 23 shows the number of gates needed to implement each of the modules. The

numbers are computed by using the gate count of our library (Appendix C).

By using 500 p-m?/gate we get a fairly good estimate of the total area. But an actual

implementation of a registerfile would never use gates. We can therefore improve our es-



timate by reducing the area/gate for registerfiles to 125 nm?/gate. We can improve even

more by taking routing into account as 20% of the total area of the modules. The size of

a chip containing our design would then be around 10 x 10 mni^. This area can easily be

implemented on one chip.

It is also interesting to see that the modules can be implemented using 76268 gates

but the macro pipeline registerfiles would be implemented using 416885gates or 85% of the

total gates. Even if we take into account the reduced area/gate we stiU have the registerfiles

occupying 58% of the total area.

In the next chapter weexplainour methodology for designing modules using the TSMVP

model.

4 Methodology for DSP synthesis

An important factor in obtaining designs that meet a time constraint is the ability to

pipeline the datapath. There is no reason to pipeline if the constraint is relatively loose

compared with the critical path of the datapath. We do not want to pipeline unless it

is necessary because pipelining restricts us to use separate resources for computation in

different pipeline stages. If the critical path is long and the time constraint tight it may

be necessary to pipeline. In this chapter weintroduce the methodology we used to pipeline

and share resources for some of the MPEG modules.

In Section 4.1 wegivean intuitive overview of the methodology. Section 4.2 then explains

the algorithmic description we followed when designing the modules. The chapter then

concludes with a walk through example in Section 4.3.

4.1 Overview of the Methodology

The goal of our methodology is to help the designer design a module in such a way that

it meets its time constraint and yet shares resources. If possible, we would like to utilize

current HLS in our methodology. This wiU decrease the time at takes to integrate our

pipelining methodology in current HLS tools.

Figure 24 shows that the first step is to compile the VHDL description into a VTQ.

The next step is partitioning of the VTQ into pipeline stages. We then try to schedule

each pipeline stage in order to share resources. If we can not schedule every stage and

meet the time constraint we re-partition the VTQ into one more stage. We continue re-

partitioning and scheduling until we can schedule each stage and meet the time constraint.

When we have a pipeline and a schedule of each stage we can synthesize the controllers. Our

methodology results in one controller per stage and one controller for the whole pipeline.

The pipeline controller fills and flushes the pipeline when the computation is done.



Figure 24: Overview of the Methodology

In order to utilize current HLS we can use the HLS process to do the scheduling, allo

cation and binding of each stage. The next section gives a more descriptive explanation of

each step of the methodology.

4.2 Algorithmic Description

The algorithmic description of the methodology is meant to describe the steps we take to

derive the pipelined designs of the Deql, Deq2, Fetch, Calc, IDCTl and IDCT2 MPEG

modules.

Let us start by defining some variables:

Tclock (In) Is the period of the clock that will be driving the final design.

Treg,prop (In) Propagation delay of the registers in our library.

Treg,hoid (In) Hold time of the registers in our library.
Texecution (In) The time constraint imposed on the design. The module must finish its

complete computation in this time.

Tusedclock This is the part of the clock that we can utilize for execution of functional units.

The difference between Tdock and Tusedclock is the sum of propagation and hold time

for a register. If a functional unit is to be shared then its inputs must go through a

selection unit (MUX) that is controlled by the controller. The Tusedclock then decreases

even further.

^elements The repetition characteristic of a DSP module implies that it computes several

data. The MPEG modules always compute an array of elements. The Ndements

variable is the number of elements to be computed.



Telement Now that We have estabhshed Textcution and Neiements we introduce the time con

straint on each element. This is the time constraint on the pipehne stage delay.

Tcriticalpath The sum of delays of functional units on the critical path of the VTQ.

Nstates,init (Out) Usually, before the computation of elements can begin some initiahza-

tion is needed. The number of states needed to compute this initialization is called

^ states,init-

Nstages (Out) The final design is pipehned into Nstages-

Nstates (Out) Each stage of the final pipeline is scheduled into Nstates-

The input to the methodology is a VHDL description of the module along with the

time constraint and a clock period. The methodology has into four major steps; Step

(A) Initiahzation, Step (B) PipeUning, Step (C) Stage Scheduling and finally Step (D)

Control Synthesis.

We now explain each of these steps, beginning with the initialization. Step (A) sets up

the VTG and the variables so that the iterative pipelining and stage scheduhng wiU work

properly:

A-1 Compile VHDL into a VTQ

A-2 Spht the VTQ into initial and computation segments.

A—3 Compute T^sedclock —Tclock ~ Treg,prop ~ Treg,hold

A-4 Schedule the initial segment into Tusedclock delay states (gives Nstates,init)

A-5 Derive Tcriticalpath from the computation segment of the VTQ

A-6 Derive Ndements from the VTQ

A~7 Compute Telement —{Texecution ^states,init ^ Tdock^/^elements

A-8 Compute Nstages —\Tcriticatpath/Telement']

Step (B) partitions the VTQ (computation segment) into pipehne stages. It is parti

tioned into Nstages where each stage has a delay of Tcriticalpath!Nstages- When a partition

cut goes through a functional unit we can either partition before the unit or after. Because

of the frequent occurrence of this case we simply make a Ust of ah possible partitions and

partition the VTQ according to the first element of the hst.

B-1 Make a hst of possible partitions where stage delay is w Tcriticalpath!^stages

B-2 Partition the VTQ according to the first element of the hst

Step (C) tries to schedule each stage of the pipehned VTQ into states. The clock

determines into how many states we can schedule the stages.

C^l Nstates ~ [Telement!Tusedclock\

C-2 Schedule each Partition into Nstates (no more delay than Tusedclock)



If we are not able to schedule every stage we have to change the pipeline. If the current

partition is not the last one on the list of possible partitions we try the next partition and

go back to Step (C). If it is the last partition we have to increase the number of pipeline

stages (Nstages) and re-partition by going back to Step (B). This loop continues until we

have been able to schedule each stage of the pipeline into no more the Nstates in which case

we continue to Step (D).

In Step (D) we design the controllers of the pipeline. The controllers are the "Pipeline
Controller" and the "Stage Controllers". The "Pipeline Controller" fills up the pipeline,

computes the exact number of elements and then flushes the pipeline again. It does this

by means of compute signals, called /,//... in Figure 24, which go one to each stage.
Each of the stages have their own controller, "Stage Controller", which will execute if the

corresponding compute signal is high but does nothing if it is low.

D-1 Synthesize Pipeline Stage Controller

D-2 Synthesize Stage Controllers

When the methodology has been applied on a module we have partitioned the VTQ

into Nstages- Each stage has been scheduled into Nstates and the design is to be driven by

a clock with a period of Tdock- The time constraint should be satisfied; meaning that:

Initial = Nstates,init ^ Tdock

PSdelay —Nstates ^ Tdock
Latency —Nstages ^ delay

^execution > Initial -\- Latency -|- {Ndements - 1) x PSdelay

4.3 An Example

This section is a walk through example of how to use the algorithmic description of the

methodology when designing a typical module. The example is the MPEG module Deql.

The VHDL description of the module can be seen in Appendix A. After manual compila

tion weget the VTQ shownin Figure 25. Every MPEG module has to finish its computation

in 4000 ns because they are aU part of the macro pipeline (Section 3). 4000 ns therefore

becomes our time constraint {Texecution) as explained in [5] there is only one clock in

our MPEG design. The clock is therefore 25 ns {Tdock)- Additionally, our library indicates

propagation and hold time for registers to be 2.2 ns {Treg,prop,Treg,hoid)-

We now go through each step of the methodology and derive the design shown in Ap

pendix B. Step (A) gives us the VPG- The initialization of counter and the computation

of T1 are obviously independent of which element is being computed. The two operations

therefore become our initial segment, see thin dotted line in Figure 25. Step (A) also

initializes the following variables:



• Tusedclock = 25 —2 X 2.2 = 20.6

• Nstates,init —1? from Scheduling the initial segment

• Tcriticalpath = 66

• ^elements — 64

• Telement = (4000 - 1 X 25)/64 = 62.1

• Nstages = [66/62.1] = 2

Step (B), pipelining, makes a list of all partitions that have approximately 66/2 = 33 ns

delay. The 33 ns delay cuts both an adder and a multiplier which gives a list of four possible

partitions (see Figure 26). The list becomes:

(a) {before + before *}

(b) [before + after *}

(c) [after + before *}

(d) [after + after *}

The V^FQ is then partitioned according to Figure 26 (a).
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Figure 26: The the four possible partitions

Step (C), scheduling, computes Nstates = 2 and tries to schedule the two stages. The

scheduling fails because the second stage needs three states. We therefore try the second

partition {before + after *}. However, we still can not schedule, this time because three

states are needed for the first stage. Unfortunately, the rest of the list does not work either

and we have to increment Ngtages to 3 and go back to Step (B).

Step (B), pipelining, now makes a list of aU partitions that have approximately 66/3 =
22 ns delay. The 22 ns delay cuts several functional units and we get a longer list of possible

partitions. The first partition in the list is shown using bold lines in Figure 27.

Step (C), scheduling, again computes Nstates = 2 and tries to schedule. This time the

scheduling works the first time and all stages are now scheduled into Tuseddock delay states,

see bold dotted lines in Figure 27.

Step (D)is the last step of our methodology. In this step we synthesize a controller

for each stage and a controller for the whole pipeline. The "Pipeline Controller" contains

the control signals for the initial segment and one compute signal to each stage (Figure 28).
The "Stage Controllers" should do nothing as long as their compute signals are low. When

the signal goes high they execute their two states (Figure 28). The total design of the Deql

module can be seen in Appendix B.

Now that we claim to have designed the Deql module, let us see if the time constraint

is satisfied:

ITlitial —iVstates,init ^ '̂ dock —1 X 25 —25 TIS

PSdelay —^states ^ Pdock —2 X25 —50 TIS

LateflCy —^stages X PS^day —3 X 25 —150 TIS

Texecution > ... = 25 + 150+ (64 - 1) X50 = 3325 tis
The constraint of computing the 64 elements in 4000 ns is fulfilled. We can share

an ALU in states la and lb as well as in Ila and lib. The goal was reached using our

methodology.
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Figure 27: The final Pipeline and Schedule of the of MPEG module Deql

5 Conclusion

The goal of this report is to manually design the MPEG algorithm. We have implemented

the algorithm by decomposing it into several modules that are designed seperatly using the

TSM.V or TSM-VV models. Most of the modules are designed using the TSM.V model.

However, some of the modules need to be pipelined in order for them to comply with their

time constraints, these models are designed using the new TSM.W model.

We give a thorough description of the FSMVV model and the methodology we used

to design the pipelined modules. One of our goals when developing the methodology was

to utilize the already established tasks of current ELS. We accomplished this by utilizing

current HLS tools in designing each stage of the pipeline.
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Figure 28: Controllers of the Deql module
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A VHDL Descriptions of the MPEG Modules

This chapter contains a VHDL description of each MPEG module. Figure 29 shows an

overview of the MPEG modules where each module contains the

DECODER

752

Figure 29: Number of lines for describing the MPEG modules

Calculate
Compute
Decoder
DeqO
Deql
Deq2
Display
Display/Mem

Table 1: Index to VHDL descriptions

number ofVHDL lines needed to describe it. Fora quick reference Table 1 contains the page

number of each description. However, the modules are also in alphabetical order starting

with the Addr module:

Addr



bnvm : in bit_vector(2 downto 0)

right_x : in bit_vector(8 downto 0)

doBn_x : in bit_vector(8 downto 0)

mb_addr

offsetx

: in bit_vector(10 downto 0);

: out bit_vector(l downto 0));

end ADDR;

architecture addr.a of ADDR is

begin

PO:process

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(17 downto 0);

iable regx

iable num

iable covinter

iable x

iable y

iable mbnow

iable bnow

iable enow

variable iiiO,nl

variable m2

variable m3,m5,iii6

Vciriable m7

RF(53 downto 0);

bit_vector(2 downto 0);

bit_vector(4 downto 0);

bit_vector(3 downto 0);

bit_vector(5 downto 0);

bit_vector(10 downto 0)

bit_vector(2 downto 0);

bit_vector(3 downto 0);

bit_vector(5 downto 0);

bit_vector(6 downto 0);

bit_vector(12 downto 0);

bit_vector(2 downto 0);

begin

num:=0;

cotinter :=0;

offsetx:=right_x;

x:=right_x:

y:=down_x:

if (bnvua>3) then

m2:=45:

m5:=mb_addr:

m7:=0;

else

m2:=90;

m5:=mb_addr shl 2;

m7:=bnum;

end if;

while (counter<27) loop

mO:=(y shr 4) shl 1;



b1:=(x shr 3)+((y shr 4) shl 1);

enow:=x(2)+(y(2 downto 0) shl 1);

if (nujB=3) then

num:=0:

x:=right_x;

y:=y+l:

else

X:=x+4:

nnm:=num+l;

end if;

iu3: =m0»m2;

m6: =ml+m3+in5;

if (bnujn>3) then

mbnov: =ia6+m7;

bnow:=0;

else

iabnow: = (m6+m7) shr 2;

bnow: =bnujn;

end if;

regx(counter):=mbnow ft bnow ft enow;

counter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end process;

end addr_a;

Calculate

entity CALC is

portC offsetfoffsetf : in bit_vector(l downto 0);

offsetb : in bit_vector(l downto 0);

right_half_for : in bit;

down_half_for : in bit;

right_half_back: out bit;

down_half_back : out bit);

end CALC;

architecture calc_a of CALC is

begin

PO:process

type RFin is array (integer range <» of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

type RFout is array (integer range <» of bit_vector(8 downto 0);



variable df

variable db

variable cl

variable cb

RFin(53 downto 0) ;

RFin(53 downto 0);

RFout(127 downto 0);

RFout(127 downto 0);

variable counter

variable cntO,cnt1,cnt2,cnt3

variable d0,dl,d2,d3

variable d08,dl8,d28,d38

vciriable c0,cl,c2,c3

: bit_vector(6 downto 0);

: bit_vector(6 downto 0);

: bit_vector(31 downto 0);

: bit_vector(7 downto 0);

: bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable addrl,addr2,addr3,addr4 : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

begin

counter;=0;

cntO:=offsetf+0;

cntl:=offsetf+l:

cnt2:=offsetf+12:

cnt3;=offsetf+13;

while (counter<127) loop

addri:=cnt0(6 downto 2)

addr2:=cntO(6 downto 2)

addr3:=cnt0(6 downto 2)

addr4:=cnt0(6 downto 2)

if (counter(6)=0) then

dO:=df(addrl);

dl:=df(addr2);

d2:=df(addr3);

d3:=df(addr4);

else

dO:=db(addrl):

dl:=db(addr2):

d2:=db(addr3);

d3:=db(addr4);

end if;

case counter(1 downto 0) is

when 0 => d08:=d0(7 downto 0);

dl8:=dl(7 downto 0);

d28:=d2(7 downto 0);

d38:=d3(7 downto 0);

when 1 => d08:=d0(15 downto 8);

dl8;=dl(15 downto 8);

d28;=d2(15 downto 8);

d38;=d3(15 downto 8);

when 2 => d08:=d0(23 downto 16);



dl8:=dl(23 dovnto 16)

d28:=d2(23 downto 16)

d38:=d3(23 dovnto 16)

vhen 3 => d08:=d0(31 dovnto 24)

dl8:=dl(31 dovnto 24)

d28:=d2(31 dovnto 24)

d38:=d3(31 dovnto 24)

end case;

c0:=d08;

cl:=(d08+dl8) shr 1;

c2:=(d08+d28) shr 1;

c3:=((d08+dl8)+(dl8+d38)) shr 2;

addrl :=covinter(5 dovnto 0);

if (counter(6)=0) then

if ((right_half_for=0) and (dovn_half_for=0)) then

of(addrl):=cO;

elsif ((right_half_for=0) and (dovn_half_for=l)) then

cf(addrl):=cl;

elsif ((right_half_for=l) and (dovn_half_for=0)) then

cf(addrl):=c2:

elsif ((right_half_for=l) and (dovn_half_for=0)) then

cf(addrl):=c3:

end if;

else

if ((right_half_back=0) eind (dovn_half_back=0)) then

cb (addrl):=cO:

elsif ((right_half_back=0) and (dovn_half_back=l)) then

cb(addrl):=cl;

elsif ( (right_half_back=l) eind (down_half_back=0) ) then

cb(addrl):=c2;

elsif ((right_half_back=l) and (dovn_half_back=0)) then

cb(addrl):=c3;

end if;

end if;

counter:=counter+l;

if (counter(5 dovnto 0)=0) then

if (counter(6)=0) then

cntO:=offsetf+0;

cntl:=offsetf+l;

cnt2:=offsetf+12;

cnt3:=offsetf+13;



cntO:=offsetb+0;

cntl:=offsetb+l;

cnt2:=oflsetb+12;

cnt3:=offsetb+13;

end if;

if (counter(2 downto 0)=7) then

cnt0:=cnt0+5;

cntl:=cnt1+5;

cnt2:=cnt2+5;

cnt3:=cnt3+5;

cntO:=cntO+l;

cntl:=cntl+l;

cnt2:=cnt2+l:

cnt3:=cnt3+l:

end if;

end if;

end loop;

end process;

end calc_a;



Compute

entity COMPUTE is

port( is_for_info

is_back_info

end COMPUTE;

: in bit;

: in bit);

circhitecture coiiipute_a of COMPUTE is

begin

PC:process

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(8 downto 0);

variable cf

variable cb

variable comp

RF(127 dovnto 0);

RF(127 dovnto 0);

RF(127 dovnto 0);

variable coimter : bit_vector(5 dovnto 0);

variable freg.breg : bit_vector(7 dovnto 0);

begin

counter:=0;

vhile (counter<64) loop

if (is_for_info=l) then

freg:=cf(counter);

else

freg:=0;

end if;

if (is_back_info=l) then

breg:=cb(covinter) ;

else

breg:=0;

end if;

if (is_for_info=l) and (is_back_info=l) then

comp(cotmter):=(freg+breg) shr 1;

else

comp(counter):=freg+breg:

end if;

counter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end process;

end compute_a;

Decoder



entity DECODER is

port( vbv_code

s

discard

prev_pict

back_l :

for_f :

futur_pict :

iBot_ver_back_c :

inot_ver_for_c :

mot_hor_back_c :

iiiot_hor_f or_c :

pict_type :

new_prev_back :

new_prev_for :

is_back_info :

is_for_info :

iab_type

full_pel_back :

full_pel_lor :

mb_addr :

mot_ver_back_r :

mot_ver_for_r :

iaot_hor_back_r :

mot_hor_for_r :

p_i_addr :

qscale ;

nextblock :

end DECODER;

in bit_vector(31 dovnto 0);

out bit_vector(4 downto 0);

out bit;

out bit;

out bit_vector(2 doento 0);

out bit_vector(3 downto 0);

out bit_vector(3 downto 0) ;

out bit:

out bit_vector(5 downto 0);

out bit_vector(5 downto 0);

out bit_vector(5 downto 0);

out bit_vector(5 downto 0);

out bit_vector(l downto 0);

out bit:

out bit;

out bit;

out bit;

out bit_vector(2 downto 0);

out bit;

out bit;

out bit_vector(10 downto 0);

out bit_vector(7 downto 0);

out bit_vector(7 downto 0);

out bit_vector(7 downto 0);

out bit_vector(7 downto 0);

out bit_vector(10 downto 0);

out bit_vector(4 downto 0);

in bit);

architecture decoder_a of DECODER is

begin

PO: process

type blocktype is array(integer range <>) of bit_vector(7 downto 0);

variable dctzz : blocktype(0 to 127);

Vciriable intra : blocktype(0 to 127);

variable nonintra : blocktype(0 to 127);

type romS is array(integer range <>) of bit_vector(4 downto 0);

type roiii32 is array(integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

type romS is arrayCinteger rauige <>) of bit_vector(7 downto 0);

variable sizes

variable codes

: roin5(0 to 49);

: rom32(0 to 49);



tableO

table 1

table4

tableo

table?

table8

table9

tablelO

table11

tablel2

tablel3

tablel4

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

roiu8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

rom8(0

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

to 49)

variable data_type : integer;

Vciriable

variable

variable thirtythrees

variable whichtable

variable code var

variable

variable

variable back_r

is_mb_quant

data_type:=0;

bit_vector(5 downto 0);

bit_vector(5 downto 0);

bit_vector(10 downto 0);

bit_vector(3 downto 0);

bit_vector(31 downto 0);

bit_vector(7 downto 0);

bit;

bit_vector(2 downto 0);

bit_vector(2 downto 0);

bit;

prev_pict:=0;

futiir_pict:=l;

counter:=0;

while (counter<=63) loop

dctzz(counter):=0:

counter:=counter+1;

end loop;

while (data_type<7) loop

if (data_type=0) then — Search for stcirt codes



shile (data_type=0) loop — wait for any startcode

s:=32:

if (vbv_code=435) then — Sequence

data_type:=l:

elsif (vbv_code=440) then — Group

data_type:=2:

elsif (vbv_code=256) then — Picture

data_type:=3;

elsif ((vbv_code>2S6) and (vbv_code<432)) then

data_type:=4;

else

s:=l;

end if;

discard:=1;

disccird:=0;

end loop;

end if;

if (data_type=l) then — Sequence start code

s:=l;

if (vbv_code=l) then

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

s:=8;

counter:=0;

while (comter<=63) loop

intra(counter):=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

coimter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end if;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

s:=l;

if (vbv_code=l) then

discard:=1;

disccird:=0;

counter:=0;

while (coimter<=63) loop

nonintra(counter):=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

counter: =cotmter+l;



end loop;

end if;

discard:=l;

discard:=0:

while (data_type=l) loop — Wait for group

s:=32;

if (vbv_code=440) then

data_type:=2;

else

s;=l;

end if;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

end loop:

end if;

if (data_type=2) then — Group start code

while (data_type=2) loop — Wait for picture

s:=32;

if (vbv_code=256) then

data_type:=3:

if (data_type=3) then — Picture start code

temp:=prev_pict:

prev_pict:=futur_pict;

futur_pict:=temp;

mb_addr:=0;

s:=3;

pict.type:=vbv_code-l;

mb_type:=vbv_code-l;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

if (pict_type/=0) then

full_pel_for:=vbv_code;



discard:=l;

disccird:=0:

s:=3;

for_r:=vbv_code-1;

for_f:=l shl for_r;

discard:=1;

disceird:=0;

if (pict_type=2) then

s:=l;

full_pel_back:=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

back_r:=vbv_code-l;

back_f:=l shl back_r;

discztrd:=l;

disccird:=0;

end if;

end if;

while (data_type=3) loop — wait for slice

s:=32;

if ((vbv_code>256) and (vbv_code<432)) then

data_type:=4;

end if;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

end loop;

end if;

if (data_type=4) then — Slice start code

s :=5;

qscale:=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discetrd:=0;

data_type:=5;

end if;

if (data_type=S) then — Macroblocks (no start code)

s:=ll;



counter:=0;

while(vbv_code=8) loop

counter:=counter+l;

discard:=1;

disceird:=0:

end loop;

thirtythrees:=counter*33;

counter:=0:

whichtable:=0;

— VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

while ((counter<50) cind (code_Vcur/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s: =sizes (coimter) ;

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=

when 1 => result:®

when 2 => result:®

when 3 => result:®

when 4 => result:®

when 5 ®> result:®

when 6 => result:=

when 7 => result:=

when 8 => result :=•

=tableO(counter);

=tablel(counter);

=table2(counter);

=table3(counter);

=table4(counter);

'tables(counter) ;

=table6(counter);

=table7(counter) ;

=table8(counter);

=table9(counter);

=tablelO(counter);

®tablell(counter);

=tablel2(counter);

®tablel3(counter);

=tablel4(counter);

®tablelS(counter);

when 9 => result:=

when 10 => result

when 11 ®> result

when 12 ®> result

when 13 => result

when 14 => result

when 15 ®> result;

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/®-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

~ VLD END

disceird:®l;

discard:®0;



mb.addr:=mb_addr+result;

mb_addr:=mb_addr+thirtythrees;

if (pict_type=0) then

p_i_addr:=mb_addr;

end if;

counter:=0;

Bhichtable:=(pict_type shl 2)+l;

— VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

vhile ((counter<50) and (code_var/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case vhichtable is

when 0 => result:-'tableO(counter);

'tablel(counter) ;

'table2(counter) ;

=table3(counter) ;

'table4(counter);

'tables(counter);

'table6(coimter) ;

'table?(counter) ;

'tables(counter);

'tables(counter) ;

=tablelO(coimter)

=tablell(counter)

=tablel2(counter)

=table13(counter)

when 1 => result:=

when 2 => result:=

when 3 => result:=

when 4 => result:=

when 5 => result:=

when 6 => result:=

when 7 => result:=

when 8 => result:=

when 9 => result:=

when 10 => result:'

when 11 => result:=

when 12 => result:'

when 13 => result:'

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result :'=tablel5(counter)

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop:

end loop;

~ VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;



'shichtable: =whichtable+l;

case whichtable is

vhen 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

shen 1 => result:=tablel(counter);

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(counter)

when 11 => result:=table11(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=tableIS(counter)

end case;

is_mb_quant:=result;

whichtable:=whichtable+l;

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result:=tablel(counter);

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=tableS(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(counter)

when 11 => result:=table11(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when IS => result:=tableIS(counter)

end case;

is_for_info:=result;

new_prev_for:=result;

whichtable:=whichtable+l;

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);



=tablel(counter)

=table2(counter)

when 1 => result

when 2 => result

when 3 => resultwhen 3 => result;=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(covmter)

when 11 => result;=table11(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=tablelS(counter)

end case;

is_back_info:=result;

new_prev_back:=result;

whichtable:=whichtable+l;

case whichtable is

when 1 => result

when 2 => result

when 3 => result

when 4 => result

when 5 => result

when 6 => result

when 7 => result

when 8 => result

when 9 => result

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result:=tablel(counter):

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when S => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(counter)

when 11 => result:=table11(counter)

when 12 => result:=table12(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=table14(counter)

when 15 => result:=table15(counter)

end case;

is_mb_ intra:=result;

if (is_mb_quant=l) then

s:=5;

qscale:=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

end if;



if (is_for_info=l) then

counter:=0;

Bhichtable:=13;

— VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

while ((counter<50) and (code_var/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_Vcir:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result:=tablel(counter);

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result: =table6 (cotmter) ;

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=tablelO(counter)

when 11 => result:=tablell(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=tablel5(counter)

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

~ VLD END

discard:=1;

disccird:=0;

mot_hor_for_c:=result;

if ((for_f/=l) and (iaot_hor_for_c/=0)) then

s:=for_r;

mot_hor_for_r:=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;



end if;

counter:=0;

Bhichtable:=13:

— VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

vhile ((counter<50) and (code_vcir/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) cind (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result

when 1 => result

when 2 => result

when 3 => result

when 4 => result

when 5 => result

when 6 => result

when 7 => result

when 8 => result

=tableO(counter)

=table1(counter)

=table2 (coimter )

=table3(counter)

=table4(counter)

=table5(counter)

=table6(counter)

=table7(counter)

=table8(counter)

when 9 => result :=table9(coiuiter);

when 10 => result:=tablelO(counter);

when 11 => result:=table11(counter):

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter);

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter);

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter);

when 15 => result:=tablelS(counter);

end case;

if ((counter<SO) cuid (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

— VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

iBot_ver_for_c :=result;

if ((for_f/=l) cuid (mot_ver_for_c/0)) then

s:=for_r;

mot_ver_for_r:=vbv_code;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;



end if;

end if;

if (is_back_info=l) then

counter:=0;

whichtable:=13;

— VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

while ((counter<50) and (code_vcur/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result:=tablel(counter);

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(counter)

when 11 => result:=tablell(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=table15(counter)

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

— VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

mot_hor_back_c:=result;

if ((back_f/=l) and (mot_hor_back_c/=0)) then

s:=back_r;

mot_hor_back_r:=vbv_code;



discard:=1;

disccLrd:=0;

end if;

counter:=0:

whichtable:=13:

~ VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

while ((counter<50) and (code_vatr/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result :=tablel (comiter) ;

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result:=table6(counter);

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result :=table8(coiuiter) ;

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=tablelO(counter);

when 11 => result:=table11(counter):

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter);

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter);

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter);

when 15 => result:=tablel5(counter);

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop:

— VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

iaot_ver_back_c: =result;

if ((back_f/=l) and (ittot_ver_back_c/=0)) then

s:=back_r;

Biot_ver_back_r: =vbv_code;



disceLrd:=l;

disccird:=0;

end if;

end if;

bnum:=0;

end if;

if (data_type=6) then — Blocks (no steirt code)

if (is_mb_intra=l) then

mb_type:=0;

counter:=0;

if (bnum<4) then

Bhichtable:=14:

else

whichtable:=15;

end if;

~ VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

while ((counter<50) cind (code_var/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(covmter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter);

when 1 => result:=table1(counter);

when 2 => result:=table2(counter);

when 3 => result:=table3(counter);

when 4 => result:=table4(counter);

when 5 => result:=table5(counter);

when 6 => result :=table6(coimter) ;

when 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result :=table8(coimter);

when 9 => result:=table9(counter);

when 10 => result:=table10(counter)

when 11 => result:=tablell(counter)

when 12 => result:=table12(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=tablel5(counter)

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then



counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

— VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

if (result=0) then

dct_zz(0):=0;

else

s:=result;

if (vbv_code(result-l)=l) then

dct_zz(0):=vbv_code;

else

dct_zz(0):=(-! shl result) or vbv_code;

end if;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

end if;

offset:=0;

else

offset:=-!;

end if;

vhile (vbv_code/=2) loop

counter:=0;

whichtable:=16;

~ VLD BEGIN

code_var:=codes(counter);

shile ((counter<50) and (code_var/=vbv_code)) loop

while ((counter<50) and (result=-l)) loop

s:=sizes(counter);

code_var:=codes(counter);

case whichtable is

when 0 => result:=tableO(counter)

when 1 => result:=tablel(counter)

=table2 ( c oiuiter )

=table3(counter)

=table4(counter)

=table5(counter)

=table6(counter)

when 2 => result:

when 3 => result;

when 4 => result:

when 5 => result:

when 6 => result:



vhen 7 => result:=table7(counter);

when 8 => result:=table8(counter);

vhen 9 => result:=table9(counter) ;

when 10 => result:=tablelO(counter)

when 11 => result:=table11(counter)

when 12 => result:=tablel2(counter)

when 13 => result:=tablel3(counter)

when 14 => result:=tablel4(counter)

when 15 => result:=tablelS(counter)

end case;

if ((counter<50) and (result/=-l)) then

counter:=counter+1;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

— VLD END

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

if ((counter=6) and (result=l)) then

s:=6;

offset:=offset+vbv_code+l;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

if ((vbv_code=0)or(vbv_code=32)) then

s:=16;

end if;

dctzz(offset):=vbv_code;

disceLrd:=l;

discard:=0;

else

offset :=offset+res\ilt+l;

whichtable:=17;

dctzz(offset):=result;

end if;

s:=2;

end loop;

discard:=1;

discard:=0;

if (bnuni=5) then

s:=23;



if (vbv_code=0) then

data_type:=5;

discard:=1;

discard:=0:

data_type:=0;

end if;

— another macroblock

— wait for next start_code

bniim:=bnuB+l;

end if;

wait until next_block=' 1';

end if;

end loop;

end process:

end decoder_a;

entity DEQO is

port( mb_addr

mb_type

pi_addr

: in bit_vector(10 downto 0);

: in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

: in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

: in bit_vector(10 downto 0));

end DEQO;

architecture deqO_a of DEQO is

begin

PO:process

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(9 downto 0);

variable deq : RF(127 downto 0);

variable idctO : RF(127 downto 0);

variable dzz

variable count

variable x

Vciriable z

variable y_p

veiriable cb_p

variable cr_p

: bit_vector(9 downto 0) ;

: bit_vector(6 downto 0);

: bit_vector(ll downto 0)

: bit_vector(ll downto 0)

: bit_vector(ll downto 0)

: bit_vector(ll downto 0)

: bit_vector(ll downto 0)

Vciriable temp : bit_vector(l downto 0) ;

begin

count:=0;

dzz:=deq(count);



if (inb_type=0) then

temp:=bnvijn(3) £ (bnuiii(l) or bnumCO));

z:=mb_addr-pi_addr;

case temp is

vhen 0 =>

x:=y_p:

when 1 =>

x:=y_p:

when 2 =>

x:=cb_p:

when 3 =>

x:=cr_p:

end case;

if (z>l) then

x:=1024;

end if;

if (temp=l) then

dzz:=(dzz shl 3)+y_p;

else

dzz:=(dzz shl 3)+x:

end if;

case temp is

when 0 =>

y_p:=dzz:

when 1 =>

y_p:=dzz;

when 2 =>

cb_p:=dzz;

when 3 =>

cr_p:=dzz;

end case;

end if;

while (count<64) loop

idctO(count):=dzz;

count:=count+l;

dzz:=deq(count);

end loop;

end process;

end deqO_a;

entity DEQl is



port( mbtype : in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

qscale : in bit_vector(4 downto 0));

end DEQl;

circhitecttire deql_a of DEQl is

begin

PO:process

type RFS is eirray (integer range <>) of bit_vector(5 downto 0);

type RF is curray (integer range <>) of bit_vector(8 downto 0);

type RFL is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(16 dosnto 0);

variable scan : RFS(63 downto 0);

variable intra : RF(127 downto 0);

variable nintra : RF(127 downto 0);

variable dctzz : RF(127 downto 0);

variable dctzzl : RFL(127 downto 0);

variable zigzag,covmter : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable ml : bit_vector(12 downto 0);

variable m2 : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

Veiriable zz : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

begin

counter:=0;

while (counter<=63) loop

zigzag:=sccin(counter);

zz:=dctzz(zigzag);

if (mbtype=0) then

ml:=qscale#intra(zigzag);

m2:=zz shl 1;

else

ml:=qscale*nintra(zigzag);

if (zz>0) then

m2:=(zz shl 1)-1;

elsif (zz<0) then

m2:=(zz shl 1)+1;

else

m2:=zz shl 1;

end if;

end if;

dctzzl(counter):=m2#(ml shr 4);

count er:=counter+1;

end loop;

end process;



end deql.a;

Deq2

entity DEQ2 is

port( mbtype : in bit_vector(2 downto 0));

end DEQ2;

architecture deq2_a of DEQ2 is

begin

PO:process

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(9 downto 0);

type RFL is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(16 downto 0);

variable deq : RF(127 downto 0);

variable dctzzl : RFL(127 downto 0);

variable counter : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable zz : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

variable zl : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

variable ml : bit_vector(12 downto 0);

begin

counter:=0;

while (counter<=63) loop

zz:=dctzzl(counter); '

if (zz(0)=0) then

if (zz>0) then

zl:=zz-l;

elsif (zz<0) then

zl:=zz+l:

else

z1:=zz;

end if;

else

zl:=zz:

end if;

if (zl>2047) then

deq(counter):=2047;

elsif (zl<-2047) then

deq(counter):=-2047;

deq(counter):=zl;

end if;



counter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end process;

end deq2_a;

entity DISPLAY is

port( prev.pict

inb_addr

b_ntm

pict.type

elemport

locport

dport

end DISPLAY;

in bit;

in bit_vector(10 dovnto 0);

in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

out bit_vector(5 downto 0);

out bit_vector(13 downto 0);

out bit_vector(7 downto 0));

eirchitecture display_a of DISPLAY is

begin

PO:process

type NODULE is eirray (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

Vciriable displaymem : MGDULE(S24287 downto 0) ;

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(7 downto 0);

Vcuriable added : RF(127 downto 0);

variable counter : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable addr : bit_vector(18 downto 0);

VEiriable d : bit_vector(31 downto 0);

begin

locport :=mb_addr & b_mm;

addr :=prev_pict Sc mb_addr & b.num ft 0;

coimter :=0;

while(co»mter<64) loop

if (pict_type<2) then

d:=displaynieni(addr);

addr:=addr+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=d(7 downto 0);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=d(IS downto 8);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;



dport:=d(23 downto 16);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=d(31 dovnto 24);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+1;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

elemport:=counter;

dport:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

end if;

end loop;

end process;

end display_a;

Display/Mem

entity DISPLAYMEM is

port( load : in bit;

aport : in bit_vector(17 dovnto 0);

dport : out bit_vector(31 dovnto 0));

end DISPLAYMEM;

architecture displaymem_a of DISPLAYMEM is

begin

PO:process

type MEM is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 dovnto 0);

variable meml : MEM(0 to 262143);

Vciriable mem2 : MEM(0 to 262143);

variable addr: bit_vector(18 dovnto 0);

begin

if (load=l) then

addr:=((aport(17 dovnto 7) shl 2)+(aport(17 dovnto 7) shl 1)+

aport(6 dovnto 4));



addr:=addr(12 downto 0) & aport(3 downto 0);

if (aport(18)='0') then dport:=meml(addr);

else dport :=iiiem2(addr): end if;

end if;

end process;

end displayaeio.a;

entity FETCH is

port( prev_pict

futur_pict

end FETCH;

: in bit;

: in bit);

architecture fetch_a of FETCH is

begin

PO:process

type MODULE is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable fetchmem : MGDULE(524287 dovnto 0);

type RF18 is array (integer rEoige <>) of bit_vector(17 dovnto 0);

type RF32 is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable addrf : RF18(54 downto 0);

Vciriable addrb : RF18(54 downto 0);

Vciriable df : RF32(54 downto 0);

variable db : RF32(54 downto 0);

variable counter

variable af

variable ab

variable memf

Vciriable memb

bit_vector(5 downto 0);

bit_vector(18 downto 0)

bit_vector(18 downto 0)

bit_vector(31 downto 0)

bit_vector(31 downto 0)

counter:=0;

while (counter<27) loop

af:=futur_pict & addrf(counter);

ab:=prev_pict k addrb(counter);

memf:=fetchmem(af);

meiab:=fetch]iiein(ab);

df (counter) :=ineBif;

db(counter):=memb;

counter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end process;



end fetch.a;

entity FETCHMEH is

port( load : in bit;

aportl: in bit_vector(18 dovnto 0);

aport2: in bit_vector(18 downto 0);

dportl: out bit_vector(31 donnto 0);

dport2: out bit_vector(31 dovnto 0));

end FETCHMEM;

architecture fetchiaem_a of FETCHMEM is

begin

PO:process

type MEM is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable meml: MEM(0 to 262143);

variable mem2: MEM(0 to 262143);

variable addrl: bit.vector(17 downto 0);

variable addr2: bit_vector(17 downto 0);

begin

if (load=l) then

if (aportl(18)=0) then

addrl:=((aportl(17 downto 7) shl 2)+(aportl(17 downto 7)

shl l)+aportl(6 downto 4));

addrl:=addr1(12 downto 0) & aportl(3 downto 0);

addr2:=((aport2(17 downto 7) shl 2)+(aport2(17 downto 7)

shl l)+aport2(6 downto 4));

addr2:=addr2(12 downto 0) & aport2(3 downto 0);

dport1:=mem1(addr1);

dport2:=mem2(addr2);

addrl:=((aport2(17 downto 7) shl 2)+(aport2(17 downto 7)

shl l)+aport2(6 downto 4));

addrl:=addr1(12 downto 0) ft aport2(3 downto 0);

addr2:=((aportl(17 downto 7) shl 2)+(aportl(17 downto 7)

shl l)+aportl(6 downto 4));

addr2:=addr2(12 downto 0) ft aportl(3 downto 0);

dportl :=iBem2(addr2);

dport2:=menil(addrl);

end if;

end if;

end process;

end fetchmem.a;

IDCT



entity IDCT is

end IDCT;

architecture idct.a of idct is

begin

PO: process

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(9 downto 0);

variable idctcoeff: RF (0 to 127)

variable idctin : RF (0 to 127)

variable idctout : RF (0 to 127)

variable counter : bit_vector(6 dosnto 0);

variable addr : bit_vector(5 dovnto 0);

variable addrl,addr2,addr3,addr4 : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable d0,dl,d2,d3 : bit_vector(9 dovnto 0);

variable r0,rl,r2,r3 : bit_vector(9 dovnto 0);

vciriable m0,nl,m2,m3 ; bit_vector(ll dovnto 0);

bit_vector(13 dovnto 0);variable c,r : b:

begin

counter:=0:

vhile (counter<127) loop

addrl:=counter(5 dovnto 3) & counter(O) & "00"

addr2:=counter(5 dovnto 3) & coimter(O) & "01"

addr3:=counter(5 dovnto 3) & counter(O) & "10"

addr4:=counter(5 dovnto 3) k counter(O) k "11"

=idctin(addrl);

=idctin(addr2);

=idctin(addr3);

=idctin(addr4);

rO:=idctcoeff(addrl);

rl:=idctcoeff(addr2);

r2:=idctcoeff(addr3);

r3:=idctcoeff(addr4);

mO:=(dO»rO) shr 8

Bil: = (dl#rl) shr 8

m2:=(d2*r2) shr 8

iB3:=(d3*r3) shr 8

c: =iii0+nil+m2+ia3;



if (comiter(0)=l) then

addrl:=counter(5 dovnto 0):

idctout(addrl):=r;

end if;

counter:=counter+1;

end loop;

end process:

end idct_a;

Motion

entity MOTION is

port( for_f

back f

mot_h_for_c

mot h back c

mot_v_for_c :

mot_v_back_c :

new_prev_for_v :

new_prev_back_v:

full_pel_for_v :

full_pel_back_v:

mot_h_for_r

mot h back r

mot_v_for_r :

mot_v_back_r :

bnum

back_r

rback

d f or

d back

r_half_for

r half back

d_half_for

d_half_back

end MOTION;

in bit_vector(3

in bit_vector(3

in bit_vector(5

in bit_vector(5

in bit_vector(5

in bit_vector(5

in bit;

in bit:

in •bit:

in bit;

in bit_vector(7

in bit_vector(7

in bit_vector(7

in bit_vector(7

in bit_vector(2

in bit_vector(7

in bit_vector(7

out bit_vector(8

out bit_vector(8

out bit_vector(8

out bit_vector(8

out bit;

out bit;

out bit;

out bit);

architecture mot_a of MOTION is

begin

PC:process

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)

downto 0)



variable prev

variable counter

bit_vector(9 downto 0)

bit_vector(2 downto 0)

bit_vector(3 downto 0)

bit_vector(5 downto 0)

bit;

bit;

bit_vector(7 downto 0)

variable fc

variable mote

variable new

variable pelv

variable motr

variable ml,m2,m3,m4,m6,m7; bit_vector(9 downto 0);

begin

counter:=0;

while (counter<4) loop

case counter is

when 0 =>

fc:=for_f;

mote:=mot_h_for_c;

new:=new_prev_for_v;

pelv:=full_pel_for_v;

motr:=mot _h_for_r;

when 1 =>

lc:=for_f;

mote:=mot_h_back_c;

new:=new_prev_for_v;

pelv:=full_pel_for_v;

motr:=mot_h_back_r;

when 2 =>

fc:=back_f;

mot c:=mot _v_f or_c;

new:=new_prev_back_v;

pelV:=full_pel_back_v;

motr:=mot_v_for_r;

when 3 =>

end case;

fc:=back_f;

mote:=mot_v_back_c;

new:=new_prev_back_v;

pelv:=full_pel_back_v;

motr:=mot_v_back_r;

ml:=fc-l;

ml:=ml-motr;

if (fc=l)cind(motc=0) then

m6:=0;

m6:=ml;



end IX;

m7:=motc*ic;

m2:=m7+(fc shl 5);

ml:=m7-(fc shl 5);

m3:=m7+m6;

m4:=m7-m6:

if (m7=0) then

m6:=0:

if (m7>0) then

m7: s=m4;

m6:sml:

m7;=m3:

m6:=m2:

end if;

end if;

ml:=m7+prev;

m4:=(fc shl 4)-l;

m3:=0-(fc shl 4);

m2:=m6+prev;

if ((ml>»m3) and (ml<=m4)) then

m6:«ml;

m6; =m2;

end if;

if (new=l) then

prev:=m6;

end if;

if (pelv=l) then

if (bnum<=3) then

mb: =m6 shl 1;

end if;

if (bnum>3) then

m6:=m6 shr 1;

end if;

end if;

case counter is



when 0 =>

r_half_for:=m6(0);

r_for:=ni6 shr 1;

when 1 =>

when 2 =>

r_half_back:=in6(0);

r_back:=m6 shr 1;

>

d_half_for:=ia6(0);

d_for:=m6 shr 1;

when 3 =>

end case;

d_half_back:=m6(0);

d_back:=a6 shr 1;

counter:=counter+l;

end loop;

end process;

end mot_a;

entity PLUS is

end PLUS;

curchitecture plus_a of PLUS is

begin

PO: process

type RFS is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(7 downto 0);

type RFL is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(9 downto 0);

Vciriable comp : RFS(127 downto 0);

variable idct : RFL(127 downto 0);

vauriable added : RFS(127 downto 0);

variable counter: bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable d : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

begin

counter:=0;

while (counter<64) loop

d:=comp(counter)+idct(counter);

if (d>255) then

added(counter):=255;

elsif (d<0) then

added(counter):=0;

added(counter):=d;



end if;

counter:=counter+1;

end loop;

end process;

end plus_a;

entity SER2PAR is

port( validbit

inbit

stored

vbv_store

vbv_buffer

end SER2PAR;

: in bit_vector(l downto 0); — Should be 1 bit

: in bit;

: out bit;

: out bit;

: out bit_vector(31 dovnto 0));

architecture ser2par_a of SER2PAR is

begin

PO:process

variable numofbits

variable bitbuffer

begin

bit_vector(4 downto 0) ;

bit_vector(31 downto 0) ;

stored:=0;

vbv_store:=0;

wait imtil validbit=l;

bitbuffer:=bitbuffer shl 1;

bitbuffer(O):=inbit;

stored:=1;

if (nuniofbits=31) then

vbv_buffer:=bitbuffer shl 1;

vbv_buffer(0):=inbit;

vbv_store:=l;

numofbits:=0;

else

numofbits:=numofbits+l;

end if;

end process;

end ser2par_a;

entity STORE is

port( futur_pict: in bit;

mb_addr : in bit_vector(10 downto 0);

b_num : in bit_vector(2 downto 0);

pict.type: in bit_vector(2 downto 0));

end STORE;



architecture store_a of STORE is

begin

PO:process

type MODULE is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable storemem : M0DULE(524287 dovnto 0);

type RF is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(7 dovnto 0);

variable added : RF(127 dovnto 0);

variable counter : bit_vector(S downto 0);

variable addr : bit_vector(18 downto 0);

variable d0,dl,d2,d3 : bit_vector(7 downto 0);

begin

if (pict_type<2) then

coimter :=0;

while(counter<64) loop

addr: =futur_pict & mb_addr k b_nuiB & (counter shr 2);

dO:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

dl:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

d2:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

d3:=added(counter);

counter:=counter+l;

storeiiem(addr) :=dO £ dl ft d2 ft d3;

end loop:

end if;

end process;

end store_a;

entity STOREMEM is

port( load : in bit;

aport : in bit_vector(17 downto 0);

dport : in bit_vector(31 downto 0));

end STOREMEM;

architecture storemem_a of STOREMEM is



PO:process

type MEM is array (integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

Vciriable meml : MEM(0 to 262143);

variable mem2 : MEM(0 to 262143);

variable addr: bit_vector(18 downto 0);

begin

if (load=l) then

addr:=((aport(17 downto 7) shl 2)+(aport(17 downto 7) shl 1)+

aport(6 downto 4));

addr:=addr(12 downto 0) & aport(3 downto 0);

if (aport(18)='0') then memKaddr) :=dport;

else mem2(addr):=dport; end if;

end if;

end process;

end storemem_a;

VBV

entity VBV is

portC store

storebuffer

size

vbv_code

end VBV;

: in bit;

: in bit_vector(31 downto 0);

: in bit;

: in bit_vector(4 downto 0);

: out bit_vector(31 downto 0));

architecture vbv_a of VBV is

begin

PO:process

type RF is array(integer range <>) of bit_vector(31 downto 0);

variable regfcirc: RF(0 to 127);

variable head : bit_vector(6 downto 0);

variable tail : bit_vector(6 downto 0);

variable Inext ; bit.vector(63 downto 0);

Vciriable numbitsleft : bit_vector(4 downto 0);

variable Ibuffer : bit_vector(63 downto 0);

variable Bil,m2 : bit_vector(5 downto 0);

variable iu3,ia4,m5 : bit_vector(63 downto 0)

begin

if (store=l) then

regfcirc(head):=store.buffer;



head:=head+l;

end if;

if (discard=l) then

ml :=niimbitsleft-size;

bi2 ; =size-numbitsleft;

m3:=lbuffer shr size;

if (ml(5)=l) then

m4:=lnext shr in2:

Inext:=regfcirc(tail) & 0;

tail:=tail+l;

else

m4:=0;

end if;

lbuffer:=m3 or m4;

nnmbitsleft:=ml:

end if;

bS:="00000000000000000000000000000000

11111111111111111111111111111111": — 2*32-1

m5:=m5 shl size;

vbv_code:=lbuffer(31 downto 0) and m5(63 downto 32);

end process;

end vbv_a;

B Manual Design (TSMVs and TSMVVs)

This chapter contains the manual design of the MPEG decoder. The design is split into

modules as explained earlier and shown again in Figure 30.

Each MPEG module is designed using either the TSMV or the TSMW model. The

boxes in Figure 30 indicate which modules are designed using which model. The following

pages contain the !FSM.T>s and TSM.'D'Ps.

The design of each module is shown using two figures. The first figure shows the con

troller, the datapath and connections between them. This figure also shows the RT struc

ture of the datapath. The second figure then shows the TSM to be implemented as the

controller.

Figure 31 shows an example of how we describe a TSM. Each state is represented as a

bubble with some actions associated with it. An action is an execution that will take place

in the datapath during the state; it can be conditional. Each state then has a transition-arc

to the next state. There can be more than one possible transition if they are conditional.

Each action has a register transfer (RT) delay in the datapath. This delay for each action

is specified in a box next to it. The box is then followed on the right by a formula that
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Figure 30: Overview of the architecture of MPEG modules

explains how the delay was derived. The delay is always computed as a sum of component

delays from the delay list at the bottom of the TSM.

Every TSM. then has an info list that specifies the number of states in the execution

path, the clock and the total execution time of the module.

If a module has a pipelined datapath (an TSM.VV) the TSM. is spht into a Stage —

TSM and State —TSMs as Figure 32 shows. Each of these TSMs as shown in the figure

have the same characteristics as described above. However, instead of having the actions

next to the states we now introduce an action list and then we reference a group of actions

next to the states. This is done to prevent the figure from becoming cumbersome.

For a quick reference use the hst of figures on page 2. However, the modules are also in

alphabetical order, starting on the next page with the Addr module:



action

A"
numofbitSsO

vbv_store«0

T1 a"num_of_blts=31"

brt_buffer=brt_buffer«1 || inbit
storedsl

T1-1: vbv_buffer»bit_buffer«1 Hinbit

T1«1: vbv_store=1

T1=1: nuni_of_bits«0

T1=0: nufn_of_bits=num_of_bits+1

conditional action

Execution Path: 3

Min.Clock from States: 13
Min.Execution Time: 39

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic « 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21 mux B 2.2 ns

ladders = 6.8 ns

Tcomp=31 » 2.8 ns

Execution Constrain: 66 ns
Max.Clock from Conshvin: 22 ns

Chosen Clock:

Execution Time:

10.8 I TR_state"^CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

I 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

! 10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

• 6.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRiogte+21 mux+Tseti^

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

13 i Tp+Tadder6+21 mux+Tsetup

RTR delay path

RTR delay

"delay list

Figure 31: Illustration of a J'tSAf-figure



Stage fsm

Z2=RFtcounterI

counter=counter-t-l

T1«"counter»63"

I 10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

20.5 Tp+Treg(+Tsetup

22.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tad<Jsubl7+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp+Tcomp=63+Tsetup

8.6 Tp^state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

ml=2z-choose-1,0,1 on (zz>0) II(22<0) 24.8 Tp+Tcomp>0+4lmux+2lmux+Tacklsub17+Tsetup

21=22 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

#=choose z1 or ml on Isb of ml

out=choose #,-2047,2047 on
(#>2047.#<-2047)

RFout[q2]=out

Nstages: 2
Nstates: ........1. .............. 2

Execution Path: 1+(1+64)x2 » 131

Min.Clock from States:

MIn.Executlon Time:

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns

Max.Clock frcMn Constrain: _30 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3275 ns

State fsms

Tp.state = 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic » 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

Tor - 1.4 ns

21mux « 2.2 ns

Taddsub17 = 9.8 ris

Tcomp>2047 » 3.0 ns
Tcomp<-2047 « 5.0 ns
Tcomp>0 = 6.3 ns
Tcomp<0 = 0 ns
Tregf = 11.9 ns

13.7 T|H21mux-t-Tcomp<-2047-f4lmux+Tsetup

8.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIOffC*Tsetup

18.5 I TR_state+CNTRk)gic+Tregf

Figure 32: Illustration of a J^<SA^p-ligure
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Addr Data

1R1W64X18

Figure 33: Address/backward-D



pffsett>acks2lsb of hght.back

x=right_back

y«down_back

T1»"bnum>3"

m2»45 or 90 on 11

m5=mb_acfdr or mb_addr«2 on T1

m7=bnumor0onTl

m0sy»4«1

ml »:(x»3)+((y»4)«1)

enow»((3lsb of x)»2)+{(3lsb of y)«l)

T2=''num»=3"

T3="counter=26"

m3«m0*m2

12=1: num»0

' T2»1: x=nght_t}ack
T2-1: y»y+1

12=0: x=X44

T2»0: num«num+1

' m6=m1+m3+m5

Tp_8tate+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2i mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+41 mux+Tcompare+Tseti^)

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsebjp

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRfogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tadderl3+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4l mux+TadderS+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4l mux+Tcompare+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41 mux+Tcompare+Tsetup

Tp^state+CNTRIogic+TmuHiply+Tsetup

! Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+TseUjp

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

: Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+TadderlO+2lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tadderl0+21mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRiogic+21mux+Tadder5+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tadderl3+Tadderl3+Tsetup

mbnow=(m6+m7) or (m6+m7)»2 on Tl

bnow=2lsb of (m6+m7) or bnum on Tl

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+2lmux+Tadder13+21mux+Tsetup

20.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tadder13+21mux+Tsetup

Regt>ack[counter]=mt^ow tl bnow || enow

counter=counter+l

14.5 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregback

20.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tadder5+21 mux+Tsetup

Execution Path: 2+27x5 = 137 Tp_state = 2.0 ns

Min.Ciockfrom States:

Min.Execution Time:

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: , ,29 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3425 ns

CNTRIogic » 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21 mux = 2.2 ns

41 mux = 2.5 ns

TadderS = 6.8 ns

TadderlO = 7.4 ns

Tadderl3 = 7.8 ns

Tcompare = 5.3 ns
Tmultiply = 13.4 ns
Tregback = 7.9 ns

Figure 34: Address/backward-.7"<SA1



Figure 35: Address/forward-D

Addr Data

1R1W54X18



olfsetlor«2lsb of rightjor

x»rightJor

y-down_fof

T1»"bnum>3"

m2»45or90 onTl

m5«mb_addr or mb_addr«2 on T1

m7=lxium or 0 on T1

m0«y»4«l

ml«(x»3)+((y»4)«1)

enow>((3lsb of x)»2}+((3lsb of y)«l)

T2«"num»3"

T3«"counter-26"

' T2»1: x«right_for

T2-1:y-y+1

T2>0; x-x+4

T2-0: num«num+1

m6«ml+m3+m5

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogtc+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRiogic+2lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4l mux+Tcompare+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsefijp

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Ta(Jder13+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4imux+Tadder5+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4l mux+Tcompare+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4lmux+Tcompare+Tsetup

Tp^state+CNTRIogic+Tmuftiply+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+TadderlO+2lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tadder10+2lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tackjer5+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+TacJcJerl 3+Tadderl3+Tsetup

mbnow«(m6+m7) or (m6+m7)»2 on T1

brK)w«2lsb of (m5+m7) or bnum on T1

20.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tadderl3+2l mux+Tsetup

20.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tadderl3+2lmux+Tsetup

Regfor[counter]»mbnow || bnow || enow

counter=counter+l

Execution Path: 2 + 27x6 - 137

MIn.Clockfrom States: 24.2 ns
MIn.Executlon Time: 3316 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Ciock from Cons^in: 29 ns

Chosen Clock; 25 ns
Execution Time: 3425 ns

Tp_state » 2.0 ns
CNTRIogics 4.6 ns
Tsetup « 2.0 ns

21muxs 2.2 ns

41mux = 2.5 ns

TadderS = 6.8 ns

TadderlO = 7.4 ns

Tadderl3 = 7.8 ns

Tcompare = 5.3 ns
Tmultiply= 13.4 ns
Tregfor« 7.9 ns

Tp^state+CNTRlogic+Tregfor

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+TacJder5+2l mux+Tsetup

Figure 36: Address/forward-.7^<SA^
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Figure 37: Calculate-D/P
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cnti«offsetf -I-1

cnt2-:off5et{ +12

cnt3«offsetf +13

tX)»cfK)Ose RFbytefbfcntO] on mstXcounteO

Dl«choose RFbytefb(cntl) on fnsb(countef)

C>2-chooseRFbytefbIcnt2) on msb(counter)

D3-choose RFbytefb{cnt3]on msb(counter)

CX)-counter

T1»"counter=126"

counter=counter+1

cntO»(choose cntO.offsetf.offselb on msbfcounteO.'countefsO")*
(choose 0,1.6 on "counter-0"ircountefar)

cntla(choose cntl.offsetf.offsetb on msb(coijnter),"counter=0")+
(choose 1,1,5 on "counter«0"ircountera7")

cnt2«(choose cnt2,offsetf,offsetbon msb(counter),"oounter»0")+
(choose 12,1,5 on "countef"0"ircounter-7")

cnt3a(choosecnt3,offsetf,offsetb on msb(counter),"counter«0")-t-
(choose 13,1,5 on "counleraO"ircountef-7")

C1«(D0+D1)»13C2-(D0+D2)»1
C3-((D0+D2)+(D1+D3))»2

QiaQO
selachoose right_half_(or|jdown_haH_for,

right_haILbackl|(Jown_hatt_back on msb(qO)

Ilia I RFoutfb[Q21aChoose C0,C1 .C2.C3 on sel

Nstages: 3
Nstates: 1

Execution Path: 2+(2+64) x 2 »

Tp_state - 2.0 ns
CNTRIogiC • 4.6 ns
Tsetup - 2.0 ns

21 mux a 2.2 ns

41 mux a 2.5 ns

Tadder6 « 6.9 ns

Tadder7 » 7.1 ns

Tadder8 a 7.2 ns

TcompaO a 2.5 ns
Tcomp»7 a 2.1 ns

Tcomp«126 a 3.4 ns
Tregfin - 8.3 ns
Tregfout«11.9 ns

Min.Clock from States:

MIn.Execution Time:

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.C(ockfrom Constrain: ..30 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3325 ns

Figure 38: Calculate-

10.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

16.7 Tp+Tcomp"0+4lmux+Ta(JcJer7+Tsetup

16.7 Tf>+Tcomp=0+4lmux+Tadder7+Tsetup

16.7 Tp+TcompaO-»41 mux+Tadder7+Tsetup

16.7 Tp+TcompaO+4lmux+Tad(Jer7+Tsetup

17 Tp+Tregfln+2lmux+4lmux+Tsetup

17 Tp+Treg(in+2lmux+4lmux4-Tsetup

17 Tp+Treg(in+2lmux+4lmux+Tsetup

17 Tp+Tregfin+21 mux+41mux-j-Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

13.1 Tp+Tadder6+21 mux+Tsetup

16.7 Tp+TcompaO+4lmux+TacWer7+Tseti^

16.7 Tp+Tcomp«0+41mux+TacJder7+Tsetup

16.7 Tp+Tcomps(}+4lmux+Tadder7+-Tseti4>

16.7 Tp+TcompaO+41mux+Tadder7+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlog»c+Tsetup

11.2 Tp+Ta(Wer8+Ts0tup

11.2 Tp+TadderS+Tsetup

18.4 Tp+Tadder8+Tadder8+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRloQic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_$tate+CNTRIogic+-Tsetup

18.5 I Tp_state+CNTRIogk:+Tregfout



1R1W126x6 1R1W128x8

Addr Data Addr Data

ADDER ADDER

(8 bits) (8 bib)

Figure 39: Compute-D



Freg-choose RFf[counter].0 on is forjnfo]

Breg»choose RFb(counter},0on is_backJnfo

T1-"counter=63"

counter>counter+l

qO>counter

#«Freg+Breg

R0goutlqO)»choose#.#>>1 on isjorjnfo and is_backJnfo

Execution Path: 1 -•-64x2 -•129

MIn.Ciock from States: 23.3 ns
Min.ExecutionTime: 3006 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clockfrom Constreln: _31 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3225 ns

Tp^state = 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic « 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21mux s2.2 ns

TadderO = 7.2 ns

Tcomp=63«3.1 ns
Tregf = 11.9 ns

10.8 I Tp_state-fCNTRIogic-f21mux+Ts6tL4>

18.1 Tp+Tregf+21mux+Tsetiip

18.1 Tp+Tregf+2imux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

13.4 Tp+Ta(Jder8-f2lmux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp.state-fCNTRIogic+Tsetup

23.3 Tp+Tadder8-t-2lmux-»-Tregf

Figure 40: Compute-
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INITIAL START

Execution Path:

T1a"vt>v_code-435" {sequence}

T1a"vbv_code»440" {group}

Tial: discard»1

T1a'Vbv_ccde«256" {picture}

)de>256 and vbv_code<432" {slice}

JOS)
>896 3)
ige 3)

sequence(page 2)

Min.Clock from States:

Min.Execution Time:

Tp_state - 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic a 4.6 ns
Tsetup a 2.0 ns

Tinv a 0.6 ns
Tor - 1.4 ns

Tand a 1.6 ns

21 mux a 2.2 ns

41muxa2.5 ns

81muxa3.2 ns

12lmuxa4.2 ns

16lmuxa5.3 ns

Tshl8 a 2.3 ns

Taddsubll a 9.1 ns

Tcomp a 9.8 ns
Tcomp!ai!B-i«6 = 6.8 ns

Tcompa49«63a5<:4 a 5.6 ns
Tcomp266<x<432 a 9.7 ns
Tmultiply6x6 a 11.8 ns
Tregf a 11.9 ns
Trom a 7.7 ns

Execution Constrain: # ns

Max.Clockfrom Constrain: _# ns

Chosen Clock: # ns
Execution Time: ^ # ns

10.8 Tp_siate+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tseti^

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21mux+Tsetup

21 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tregf

23.1 Tp_state+CNTRl09ic+8lmux+Taddsub11+2lmux+Tsetup

19.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tcomp»49=63a5<4+8lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+l2l mux+Tsetup

24.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcomp=+81mux+Tsetup

24.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcompa+8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

24.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcompa+81mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

16.9 Tp+Tcomp256o<432+81 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup

Figure 42: Decoder-(page 1/10)



T1=vt)y_code {isnoninfra}

nonintra(counter]=vt>v_code

counter=counter+l

Tla^countefaSS"

IBUI

IBEII

llHKII

10.8 Tp_stat0+CNTRlogic+2i mux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIo9ic+81 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsehjp

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Ts0tup

13.9 Tp+Tregf

23.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Taddsub11+21 mux+Tsetup

19.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tcomp=49»63=5<4+8lmux+Tseti^

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

Figure 43: Decoder-.F«SA4 (page 2/10)



discard»0

s«32

T1="vt)v_code«440" {grp_header}

T1«"vbv_code=256"{ptcture_start}

mb_addr=0

pfev_p«ct=futur_pict

futur_pict=prev_pict

discard-O

s=3

discard»l

pict_type=vbv_code-1

mb_typeavbv_code-1

Ti»"vbv_code=r

10.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

12.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+12lmux+Tsetup

24.6 I Tp_state+CNTRtogic+61mux+Tcomp=+6lmux+Tsetup

' 10.6 Tp_staie+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup
12.6 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+121mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

12.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+12lmux+Tseti^

24.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+61mux+Tcomp«4^1 mux+Tsetup

10.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21 mux+Tsetup

12.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup

I 10.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogk:+21mux+Tsetup

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+121mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

21 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Taddsubl 1+TseUjp

23.2 Tp_state+CNTRtogic+8lmux+Taddsub11+21mux+Tsetup

24.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+81mux+Tcompa+81 mux+Tsetup

Figure 44: Decoder-^5A1 (page 3/10)



discard«0

s»i

discards1

ful_pel_forward=vt)v_co<le

discardsO

s-3

for r»vbv_code-1

discard«0

8-1

discard-1

ful_pel_backward-vbv_cod0

discard«0

s-3

back_r=vbv_code-1

T1»''pict_type»2"

discard-1

backj»l«t)ack_r

discard-O

s-32

Tl»"vbv_code>256 and vt)v_code<432" {slice_start}

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

12.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121 mux+Tseti^)

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux-»-Tsetup

8.6 I Tp_state+CNTRiogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_stato+CNTRlogte+2lmux+Tsetup

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+12lmux+Tsetup

I 21 I Tp_stato+CNTRlogic+8lmux+Ta(Jdsubll+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

13.4 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+4l mux+Tshl8+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux-fTsetup

12.8 I Tp_state4CNTRl09ic^121niux-^Ts6tup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux-fTsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lfTHJx+TsettJp

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+121 mux-fTsetup

21 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Taddsubl i +Tsetup

24.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogtc-f8l mux+Tcomp—f8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

13.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4l mux+Tshl8+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state-fCNTRk)gic+2l mux+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRiogic+l2imux+Tsetup

16.9 I Tp+Tcomp256<x<432+81mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTR[ogic+21 mux+Tsetup

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+l2l mux+Tsetup

Figure 45: Decoder-^"5^4 (page 4/10)



qscale«vbv_code

Tl»"vbv_code=8"

counter«counter+1

33s«counter*33

(xxjnter*0

wtiichtablesO

discards 1

mb_addr-mb_addf+resuH

T1«"pict_types0"

discardsO

mb_addr»mb_addr+33s

p_Laddr«mb_addf

wbichtabte={pict_type«2)+l

counter«0

whichtabteswhichtable+1

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+2lmLa+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup
12.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+12l mux+Tsetup

108 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+2l mux+Tregf

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+21mux+Tsetup

12.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+l2imux+Tsetup

24.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic-»8lmux+Tcomp-+8lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2i mux+Tsetup

23.2 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Taddsubl l+21 mux+Tsetup

15.8 Tp+Tmuttiply6x6+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRkigic+2lmux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

23.2 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Taddsubl1+21mux+Tsetup

24.8 Tp_state+CNTRiog»c+8lmux+Tcomp«+81mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+21 mux+Tsetup

23.2 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+8l mux+Taddsubl 1+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

24.2 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+8lmux+Taddsubl 1+81mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

24.8 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+81 mux+Tcomp«+81 mux+Tsetup
24.1 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Taddsiri5l l+8i mux+Tsetup

Figure 46: Decoder-(page 5/10)



resull=choose tat}le#whichtaUe[counte^

(jiscartl»0

is_fof_lnfo=resutt

newj5fevJor«result

wh»chtable«whichtat)le+l

21.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Trom+l 61mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTR}ogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

24.1 Tp_state+CNTRtogiC48lmux+Taddsubl l+8lmux-»-Tse6jp

23.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Tcofnp»+2l mux+Tsetup

resutt«choosetaW6#whichtaWe(countefl I 21.6 I Tp_stat6+CNTRlogic+Trom+161mux+Tsetup

is.back info>result

new_prev_back»result

whlchtable'Whichtable+1

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsehjp

Tp_state-fCNTRIogiC46lmux-»-Taddsubl l-fOlmux-fTsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Tcomp»+Tseti4)

result-choosetable#whichtat)le(counter] I 21.6 I Tp_state+CNTRl09ic+Tfom+l6lmux-fTsetup

qscalesvt)v_co(le

mot_hor_for_c-result

T1-T2 and 1orJ!-r

discard-O

mot her for r«vt)v_oode

mot_ver_for_c-re8ult

T2-resuHl-0"

21.6 1 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8imux+Tcomp=+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+12lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_$tate-fCNTRIogic-f21mux-fTseti^

I 11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Tsetup
I10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+Tsetup

24.4 i Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8l mux+Tcomp»+Tinv+21 mux+Tsetup

22.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4lmux+TGomp!=ll--l«6+Tand+8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetiip

12.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup

10.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

8.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

24.4 I Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+81 mux+Tcomp-+Tinv+21mux+Tsetup

Figure 47: Decoder-.FtSAf (page 6/10)



T1-T2 and "for_f!«r

discard>0

discards1

mot_verJor_r»vbv_ccxJe

discard«0

whichtables13

discardsl

fTK)Lhor_back_or®sult

T2«"result!»0"

T1«T2 and "backJUl"

discardsO

discardsl

mot_hor_back_r«vbv_code

vyhtctnable«l3

countersO

mot_ver_back_c»result

T1-T2 and "t>ack_f}»l"

discardsO

mot_ver_back r-vbv code

discardsO

bnumsO

22.7 Tp_siate+CNTRlogic+4imux+Tcomp!«l!«-i»6+Tand+8imux+Tsetup

10.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic-»-21mux-fTseti4)

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+l2lmux+Tsetup

[10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21mux-*-Tsetup
I 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRk)^c+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+2lmux+TseU4>

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gjc+81mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state-fCNTRk)gi&»-2l mux-fTse^

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

24.4 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+81mux+Tcomp»+Tinv+21 mux+Tsetup

22.7 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+41 mux+Tcompl-1!=-1«6+Tand+8lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+2lmux+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+l2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp.state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+2lmux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8lmux+Tsetifl)

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21 mux+Tseti^)

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+T5etup

24.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcomp«+Tinv+21 mux+Tsetup

22.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tcompl-1!—1»6+Tand+81 mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

I 12.1 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Figure 48: Decoder-.7^»SA4 (page 7/10)



PAGE 7 I BLOCK I

T1«"t)num<4"

mb_type»0

counter>0

T1«0; wh^table»15

T1»1: whichtable-14

19.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tconip=49=63=5<4+8lmux+Tsetup

10.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup
10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTR)cgic+8lmux+Tsetup

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+6l mux+Tseti^

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+T8eti4)

24.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Tcofnp«+Tinv+2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic-»-21mux+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+l2lmux+Tsetup

T1-msb{vbv_cod0) I 11.6 I Tpjstate+CNTRk)QiC481mux+T8etup

«vt)v_c(xJe I 21 I Tp_state+CNTRIogiC44lmux+Tregf

temp«(-l«s) orvt»v_code I 14.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tshl8+Tor+Tset^>

ck:tzz[0]stenip I 2' I Tp.i.stat6'fCNTRlogiC44l mux-fTregf

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21mux+T8etup

I 21 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4lmux+Tregl

111.1 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tsetup

I 11.1 I Tp_stale+CNTRIogic+4lmux+T8etup

Figure 49: Decoder-(page 8/10)



discard-0

wtiictitable>16

discard>«0

T1-T1 and"Sa6"

offset-offset+result

offsetsoffset+1

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2imux+Tregf

11.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+61mux+Ts0tup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux-flsetup

10.8 Tp_staie+CNTRlogic+2l mux-fTseti^^

24.8 I Tp_siate-fCNTRIogic+8imux-*-Tcomp>«461mux<KTs6tup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

22.7 I Tp_state4CNTRIogk>t4l mux+Tcomp{«l !«-l «64-Tand-f8l mux-fTsetup

23.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Taddsubl 1+41mux+Tsetup

11.8 I Tp_stale+CNTRlogic+81mux+Tsetup

23.4 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Taddsubl 1+41 mux+Tsetup

dctzzlotfsetl-result I 2i I Tp_stale+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tregt

I 12.8 I Tp_stat&fCNTRiogic+121mux+Tsetup

oHsetrf3tfset+vbv_code I23.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogic-f81mux+Ta(«sijb11+41niux+Tsetup
discard.1 I 10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

s«8 12.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+121mux+Tsetup
ollset=oHs0t+l 23.4 Tp_state+CNTRIogiC4aimux+Taddsub11+41mux+Tsatup
discard^ ,03 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+2lmux+Tsotup

Tl»"vbv_code»0"

T2«"vbv_code-128"

T1«1; discard-l

Tl«l: discard«0

dctzz{offset]«vt)v.code

discard«1

24.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+61 mux+Tcomp«+8lmux+Tsetup

24.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+81mux+Tcomp«+81mux+Tsetup

I 11.8 I Tp_state+CNTRtogic+8lmux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp.state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp.state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Ts6tup

21 Tp_state+CNTRiogic+4lmux+Tregf

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21 mux+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+121mux+Tsetup

Figure 50: Decoder-(page 9/10)



T1»"vbv_code«2" 24.6 I Tp_8tate+CNTRIogiC431mux-»-Tcomp-+61mux+Tsetup

T1-1: discarcUl 10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux-fTsetup

T1«t>num«5"

discard*0

19.9 Tp_state-»CNTRlogic+4l mux-fTcomp>>49*63«5<4f8l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state-fCNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

I 12.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+121mux+Tsetup

T1•"vl)v_code«0" I 24.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8lmux+Tcomp»+6l mux+Tsetup

T1»1:discard-1 I 10.8 i Tp_state+CNTRlogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRk)oic+2imux+Tsetup

bnum=bnum+1 I 23.1 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Taddsubl 1+21 mux+Tsetup

block (page 6)
start (page 1)

mblock (page 5)

Figure 51: Decoder-(page 10/10)



J.
• ♦ counter*#
• I
\ / whichtable*#

s*sizes[counter]

code_var*codes[counter)

result*choo8e taUe#(counte^
on whichtat)le

T1*"countef»49"

NSL.T1 OR "resuH!—1"

count«-counter4^l

T2«"code_var»vl)v_code"

108 Tp_state-^NTRIogi&f2lmux4Tsetup
11.8 Tp_state-fCNTRiogk:48imux^-Tsetup

20.5 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Trom+121mux+Tsetup

16.3 Tp_state+CNTRIogiOfTrom.4-Tseti4)

21.6 Tp_state4CNTRIogic<»-Trom.»-161mux+Tsetup

19.6 Tp_state.fCNTRIOQiOf21mux4Tcomp*49*63«5<446l mux+Tsetup

21.3 TR_state4CNTRk)glc+4l mux+Tcomp!-l!—l •e+Tor+CNTRlogic
23.1 Tp.state-fCNTRIogi&fd1mux+Taddsub11+21mux+Tsetup

I 23.5 I Tp_state-»CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcomp-+41mux+Tsetup

NSL-T1 OR (T2 AND "result!—1") i 22.9 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+Tcompl-1!—1-6+Tand+Tor+CNTRIogic

10 8 I Tp_sate+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

V I dlscard*0 10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2imux+Tseti^

Figure 52: Variable Length Decoder (used in the previous TSM)



state-register

Next-Stale Logw

Control Look

Regf deq

1R1W128X10

Addr Data

Addr Data

4R1W128x10

ADD/SUB

(IZtMtS)

COMPARE
(I2bils)

Figure 53: Dequantizer-D (element 0)



tefnp«bnum(2) & bnum(1} or bnum(O)

2«mb_a(J<fr-pastJntra_addr

T1«"mb_type=0"

10.8 Tp_state-fCNTRlogiC'f2lmux-fTseft4)

8.6 Tp.state-tCNTRlogiC'fTsetup

20.3 Tp_state4CNTRIogic+4l mux+Tadclsubl2+Tsetup

18.2 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4lmux+Tcomp>l<63«0«1+Tsetup

dzz«deq(counter]

T2-"z>r

temp^O: x«yj)ast

tempsi: x«y_past

temp>2: x«cb_past

lemp»3: x-crjjast

T1«"temp«r

T2.1:x-1024

T1 -0: dzz«dzz«3-fX

I T1«1: dz2«d22«3+y_past

temp>0: y_past«dzz

I temp>l: y_past=dzz

temp«2; cb.j>ast«<lzz

temp«3: cr_pastsdzz

klctO(counter]sdzz

counterscounter+1

T1«"counter<63"

T1>1: dzzn>deq[counter]

Execution Path: 5 + 64x2*133

Mln.Clock from States: 22.7 ns
MIn.Execution Time: 3020 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: 30 ns

Chosen Clock:

Execution Time:

22.7 Tp^state+CNTRIogic+Tr©gf+2lmux+Tsetup

18.2 Tp_state-»CNTRIoglc+41mux+Tcomp>1<63"0«1+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tseti^

I 18.2 Tp_state-fCNTRlogic+4lmux-fTcGnip>1<63*0>UTsetup
' 10.8 Tp_stat0+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tseti^

22.5 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+41mux+TackJsubl2+2l mux+Tsetup

22.5 Tp_stale+CNTRIogic+41mux+TackJsubl2+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

18.9 Tp.state+CNTRIogic+Tregfout

22.5 Tp_state+CNTRIogk:+4l mux+TacWsub12+2lmux+Tsetup

18.2 \ Tp_state+CNTRIoQic+4l mux+Tcomp>l<:63«0-1+Tseti^

22.7 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf+2l mux+Tseti^

Tp_state - 2.0 ns

CNTRIogic = 4.6 ns
Tsetup«2.0 ns

21mux* 2.2 ns

41mux * 2.5 ns

TadOsub12 * 9.2 ns

Tcomf>1<^=0=1 - 7.1 ns
Tregf = 11.9 ns
Tregfout* 12.3 ns

Figure 54: Dequantizer-.7'«5A1 (element 0)



state-regster

11COMP ADDER COMP

(6 bits) I (S MS) I I (3 bits)

nintra Reaf dctzz

1R1W128X8 1R1W128X8

Addr Data Addr Data

MULTIPLY

(9x9bits)

1R1W128X17

Regf cictzzl

Figure 55: Dequantizer-D/P (part 1/2)



4 1 MMilsl

t ]U1:la

T1="fnb_type«0"

countersO

zigzag^ROM scan{count6r]

count6r=counter+l

T2="counter=63"

qiacounter

intra=RFintra{zi9zag]

nlntra=RFnotintra[zigzag)

zzaRF<Jctzz[zigzag]

xtachoose intra,nintra on T1

X2aZZ«1

x3achoose -1,0,1 on (zz>0I|(zz<0)

q2=q1

mla(xrqscale)»4

m2aChoo6e x2.x2+x3 on Tl

RFout[q3]>out

1 )lia1;lla

Nstages: 3
Nstates: 2

Execution Path: l+(2+64) x 2 » 133

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic = 4.6 ns
Tsetup a 2.0 ns

21mux = 2.2 ns

Tand = 1.6 ns

Tadder6 = 6.9 ns

TadderS = 7.2 ns

Tcomp<0 = 0 ns
Tcomp=0= 1.5 ns
TcompoO = 3.9 ns
Tcomp=63 =3.1 ns
Tmultiply8x8 = 15.0 ns
Tmultlply9x9 = 16.6 ns
Tregf = 11.9 ns
Trom = 8.4 ns

Min.Clock from States:

Min.Execution Time:

Execution Constrain:
Max.Clock from Ccmstrain:

Chosen Clock:

Execution Time:

Tp_state+CNTRIogic-»-Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRk>gic-»-2i mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Trom+Tsetup

Tp+Tadder6+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRk5gic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+TsettJp

TfN-Tregf+Tsetup

Tp+Trogf+Tsetup

Tp+Tregf+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogjc+Tsetup

Tp+Tcomp>0+41 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

Tp+Tmultiply8x8+Tseti^

Tp+Tadd6r8+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp+Tmultiply9x9+Tseti^

Tp^state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf

Figure 56: Dequantizer-7^5A1 (part 1/2)



Next-atate Logic

Control Logic

PIPE REG 3

Regtdctzzi

1R1W128X17

Addr Data

ADD/SUB

(17bit»)

COMP COMP

(17 bits)

<-2047

Addr Data

1R1W128X10

Reg! daq

2047 L -2047

ifli
mux

Figure 57: Dequantizer-D/P (part 2/2)



zz«RF[counter]

counter«counter-fl

Tl»''counter=63"

q1>counter

I 10-8 I Tp_state+CNTRkjgic+2lniux-fTsetup

20.5 Tp+Tregf+Tsetup

22.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+2lmux+Taddsubl7+2lmux+Tsetup

6.6 Tp+Tcomp«63+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state4CNTRk)gic+Tsetup

ml-zz-choose -1.0.1on (zz>0) || (22<0) 24.8 Tp+Tcomp>0+4lmux+2lmux+Ta{Wsubl7+Tsetup
zl'zz 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

#«choos6 zl or ml on Isb of ml

out-cboose #,-2047.2047 on
(#>2047.#<-2047)

lib 1 RFout{q2]«out

Nstages: 2
Nstates: 2

Execution Path: 1+{1+64) x 2 = 131

Min.Clock from Statea: 24.8 ns
Min.Execution Time: 3249 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clockfrom Constrain: ,. 30 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3275 ns

Tp^state » 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic « 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

Tor« 1.4 ns

21 mux « 2.2 ns

Taddsubi7 = 9.8 ns
Tcomp>2047 - 3.0 ns
Tcomp<-2047 « 5.0 ns

Tcomp>0 « 6.3 ns
TcompcOaOns
Tregf»11.9 ns

13.7 Tp+21mux+Tcomp<-2047+41mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+Tsetup

18.5 I Tp_state-fCNTRk)gio+Treg(

Figure 58: Dequantizer-.7'5Af (part 2/2)



D^PLAY MEM

2bits ^2
6bits = 62

COMPARE
(6 bits)

Figure 59: Display-D



^ ) ADDR-prevjjict ||mb_acWr ||
iw/ fa num 110

2 j locport«mb_addr ||b_num

3 ) counter«0

6 J Tw«"picLtype<2"

I Tw«1: D0.1.2,3»mem_ds
Tw-I: ADOR>ADOR<t-1

Tw«1: dpOfl=D0

9 ) Tw«0: dport-Reg[cxxjnter)
elemportacounter

counterecounter * 1

Tw-1; dport=01

10 1 Tw«0: clport=Reg[counter]
elempoft=counter

counterscounter +1

Tw«l: dport»D2

11 } Tw»0: dport«Reg[counter]
elemportsscounter

counter«counter * 1

T1 a"counter«62"

Tw=1: dport=D3
12-1 Tw«0: dport»Reg(counterl

elemport-counter

counter«counter +1

Execution Path:

Min.Clockfrom States:

MIn.Execution Time:

6+16x6-102

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Ck>cfc from Constrain: ..39 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 2550 ns

10.6 I Tp_stat64CNTRIogic-»-21mux-fTsetup

8.6 1 Tp^state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

8.6 I Tp_state+CNTRIogtc+Tsetup

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

16.1 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic-<-21mux-»-Tconip<2«62-t-Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state-i<^NTRlogic-»-Tsetup

22.8 I Tp_state-fCNTRlogiC4^2lmux+Tad()erl9+2l mux+Tsehjp

8.6 I Tp^state+CNTRtogic+Tsetup

13.3 Tp_state+CNTRIogiC441 mux+21mux+Tsetup
22.9 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

22.8 I Tp_stale+CNTRIogic+2l mux-t-Ta(jderl9+2lmux-»-Tsetup

13.3 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+4l mux-i^1 mux+Tseftfl)
229 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf+21 mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp^state+CNTRtogic+Tselup

22.8 I Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tadder19+2l mux+Tsetup

13.3 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+4l mux+21mux+Tsetup
22.9 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+Tregt+2lmux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+Tsetup

22.8 Tp_state+CNTRk)gic+21mux+Tadderl9+21 mux+Tsetup

16.1 I Tp_8tate+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tcomp<2=62+Tsetup

13.3 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+41mux+21mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+Tregf+2l mux+Tsetup
8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogjc+TsetL^>

22.8 i Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tadderl 9+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state - 2.0 ns
CNTRlogic - 4.6 ns
Tsetup - 2.0 ns

21 mux = 2.2 ns

41 mux - 2.5 ns

Tadder19 = 9.8 ns

Tcomp<2-62 « 5.3 ns
Tregf»12.1 ns

Figure 60: Display-^5At



DISPLAY MEM

N«xt-Sta(e Logic

Control Logic

External Memory Data OE CS AdOr OE CS Addr Data

RAM lor 1 Riot RAM (or 1 Pict

126Kx32bjts 128Kx32bits

Figure 61: Display/mem-D



load«0: CS-0

load=1:CS«1

load»1; Addr>Shhnk Aport

108 Tp_state+CNTRIogic-f21mux+Tsetup

10.6 Tp_stat0+CNTRIogic+21 nnix+Tsetup

19.6 I Tp+Tad<Jer13+Tadder13+TsefeJp

D-Choose and
Store MemDatal ^ 8.6 I Tp^state-fCNTRlogic-t-Tsetup

Execution ^th:

Min.Ciock from States:

Min.Execution Time:

Execution Constrain: 100 ns
Max.Clockfrom Constrain: ..25 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns

Execution Time: 100 ns

Tp_state « 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic > 4.6 ns
Tsetup-2.0 ns

21 mux -2.2 ns

Tadder13« 7.8 ns

Figure 62: Display/mem-.F.SAI



state-register

Next-State Logic

Control Logic

COMPARE ADDER
(5 bits) (SMs)

Regf adcfti Regf addrfa

• 1R1W54X10 1R1W54X18

Addr Data Addr Data

02^^32 -f®--- .it..,
\ FETCH MEM : M f f !

Aponz >dporta dporti Aporti

Figure 63: Fetch-D/P

4R1W&4X32

Addr

Data

Regfdb

4R1W54X32

Addr

Data



I init I counter-0

AfafuUjr_pict I)addrf(coun^]

Ab*prev_pict IIaddrb{oounter]

la Tl«"counter«26"

countef»counter +1

qO»counter

•HHIjII
0fetch_mem(AO

fetch_mem(Ab)

ql-qO

fetch_mem(Af)

fetch_m6m(Ab)

fetch_mem(Af)

fetch_mem(Ab)

fetch_mem(Af)

letch_mem(Ab)

ctf[qO]=fetch_mem(AO

db[qO]*fetch_mem(Ab)

1 ( 1 )ll-l:lla

Nstages: 5
Nstates: 2

Execution Path: 1+(1+27)x 5 - 141

MIn.Clockfrom States: 25 ns
Min.Execution Time: 3525ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: 28 ns

Chosen Clock:

Execution Time:

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRlogic » 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

2lmux = 2.2 ns

Tadder5 » 6.6 ns

Tcomp=25 = 2.8 ns
Tregfin = 7.9 ns
Tregtout» 8.3 ns

I 10.8 I Tp_s!ate-fCNTRIogic+Ts©ti<)

16.5 Tp_siate+CNTRlogic+Tregfin+Tsetup

• 16.5 Tp_state+CNTRk)g(c+Tregtin+Tsetup
11.4 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tcomp»25+Tsetup

17.6 Tp_state-fCNTRloglc+TadderS+2lmux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+Tsetup

25 Tp_state+CNTRiogic-»^Tfetehmem-t-Tsetup

25 Tp_state+CNTRk)gjc+Tfetcbmem+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetifl3

25 Tp.state-fCNTRIogic-fTfetchmem-fTsetup

25 Tp_state-fCNTRk)gic-<>Tfetchmem<fTsetup

25 Tp.state-fCNTRIogic-t-Tfetcbmefn-fTsetup

25 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+Tfetchmefn+Tsetup

25 Tp_state+CNTRIog»c+Tfetchmefn+Tsetup

25 Tp_siate+CNTRIogk:+Tfetchmem+Tsetup

14.9 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregfout

14.9 Tp^state-fCNTRlogic^Tregfout

Figure 64: Fetch-.F5A4



N«xt-State Logic

Control Logic

External Memory

ADDER

(13 bits)

ADDER

(13 bits)

OE CS Addr

RAM tor 1 P ct

ADDER

(13 bits)

ADDER

OE CS Addr

RAM for 1 PIct

128Kx32bitS

Figure 65: Fetch/mem-D



loadsl: Aport1(18)^: ackjrlB(Aport1(17..7)«2-«-
A|>orl1{17..7)«l +
Aport1{6..4)) II
Aport1{3..0)

load=l;Apofti(i8)-0:addf2={>Wi2(l7..7)«2+
Aport2(17..7)«1+
Aport2(6..4)) II
Aport2(3..0)

kad-l: Aport108)=1: acWr1={Apoft2{l7..7>«2+
Aport2{17..7)«1+
Aport2(6..4)) II
Aport2(3..0)

load»1: Aport1(18)a1: addr2={Aport1(17..7)«2+
Aport1(17..7)<<1 +
Aport1{6..4» II
A^1{3..0)

Execution Path:

Aport1(18)=0

Aport1(18)»0

Aport1(16)»1

Aport1(18)Bl

Min.Clockfrom States: 21.8 ns
Min.ExecutionTime: 88 ns

Execution Constrain: 100 ns
|ylax.Clockfrom Constrain: ,. 25 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 100 ns

DportlsMemdatal

Dport2sMemdata2

Dporti sMemdata2

Dport2=Memdatal

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRlogic = 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21 mux-2.2 ns

Tadderl3»7.8 ns

10.8 Tp_stat©+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

21.8 Tp+21 mux+Tadderl 3+Tadderl3+T8etup

21.8 Tp+21mux+Tadder13+Tadder13+Tsetup

21.8 Tp+21mux+Tadder13+Tadderl3+Tsetup

21.8 T|>+21mux-fTadderl3+Tadderl3-fTsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tseti^

8.6 Tp^state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tseti^)

Figure 66: Fetch/mem-.7^5A1



KjctO . Rom •dctcoefi

4R1W128X10 I 8R0W64X10

Addr Data i Addr Data

EsaaBsaiBBiBa

state-register

* * * *
MULTIPLY MULTIPLY MULTIPLY MULTIPLY

MOxlObib) (lOxlObits) (lOxlObrts) nOxlObits)

PIPE REG 5 :

Figure 67: IDCT-D/P (part 1/2)



10.6 I Tp_state+CNTRk)^c+2imux+Tsett^

Tl-"counter«127" 8.6 Tp.state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup
qO-counter I 8.6 I Tp.state+CNTRtogic+Tsetup

counter^untef+1 13.3 Tp+Ta(Jder7+2lmux-t-Tsetup

D«RF[3msb+Jsb of counter) 16.3 Tp+Tregf+Tsetup
R-R0M[3msb+lst) of counter] 12.8 Tp+Trom+Tsetup

MO«EX)*RO 22.2 Tp+-Tmultiply10x10+Tsetup
M1«D1*R1 22.2 Tp+TmultiplylOxlO+Tsetup
M2«D2*R2 22.2 Tp+Tmultiply10x10+Tsetup
M3«D3*R3 22.2 Tp+Tmultiply10x10+Tsetup

Q1«qO 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogiC4-Tsetup

Al-MOfMI I11.7 I Tp+Ta(klerl2+Tsetup
A2-M2+M3 I 11.7 I Tp_state+CNTRIogtc+Tsetup

Isbofq1-0: R-0+A1+A2 14.1 Tp+Tadderl3+Ta(Jderl4+Tsetup
Isbofql-l: R-R+A1+A2 14.1 Tp+Tadderl3+Tadclerl4+Tsetup
Q2-q1 8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tseti^

tebolq3-1:RF[6msbofq3}-R I 18.9 I Tp.state+CNTRIoQic+Tregf

t 1lii-1:llla

rm»i

Nstages; 3
Nstates: 2

Execution Path: 1+(2+64) x 2 « 133

Min.Clockfrom States: 22.2 ns
Min.ExecutionTime: 2953 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: 30 ns

Chosen Ctock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3325 ns

Tp_state » 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic > 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21mux « 2.2 ns

TacWer7 • 7.1 ns

Tadderl2 « 7.7 ns

TadderlO ° 7.8 ns
Ta<Jder14 - 7.9 ns

Tcomp»127 » 3.4 ns
TmultiplylOxlO > 18.2 ns
Tregf = 12.3 ns
Trom = 8.8 ns

64x10t)its ROM;

502 473

426 196

284 -196

100 ^73

-100 -473

-284 -196

-426 196

-502 473

-100 I -362
-502 I -367

264 I 362
502 I -362"

284 196

-502 -473

-502 473

-284 -196

284 -196

502 473

502 -473

-284 196

Figure 68: IDCT-.F<SX (part 1/2)



idctl , Rom idctcoeff

4R1W128x10 I 8R0W64x10

Addr Data « Addr Data

* * * *
MULTIPLY MULTIPLY MULTIPLY MULTIPLY

(10x10 Ms) (10x10 bits) (10x10 bits) (10x10 bits)

Addr Data

1R1W128X10

Figure 69: IDCT-D/P (part 2/2)



Tl»"counter»l27"
ia

I qO»counter

3counters03unter-f1
DaRF{3mst>+4sbo( counts]

R«R0M(3msb+tsb of counter]

MO=DO'RO3MUDrRl
M2-D2'R2

M3-D3'R3

ql-qO

•~| A1.M0+M1
lib
_U A2-M2+M3

Isb of ql -=0: R-0+A1+A2

lltal lsbofq1=1: R=R+A1+A2
q2»q1

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup

6.6 Tp_stat0+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

13.3 Tp+Tackler7+21mux+Tsetup

16.3 Tp+Tregfin+Tsetup

12.8 I Tp+Trom+Tseti^>

22.2 Tp+TmultiplylOxICkTsetup

22.2 Tp+Tmuftiply10x1Q+TsetLp

22.2 Tp^-Tmultiplyl Ox10+TsetL^)

22.2 Tp+Tmultlpfyl0x10+Tsetup

6.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

11.7 Tp+Tadder12+Tsetup

11.7 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

14.1 Tp>+Ta0derl3+Tacl(Jerl4+Tsetup

14.1 Tp+TacWer13+Ta<Jderl4+Tsetup

8.6 Tp^state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

fllb lsbo}q3=1: RF(6msbofq31=R I 18.5 I Tp. state-fCNTRIooic-fTreQfout

1Jl-1:la
ri=i

1 )n«1:lla

Nstages: 3
Nstates: 2

Execution Path: 1+(2+64) x 2 = 133

MIn.Clockfrom States: 22.2 ns
MIn.Executlon Time: 2953 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Cloek from Constrain: ..30 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 3325 ns

64x1 Obits ROM;

1 1IIM:llla

yl.
2 ) lllb

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRtogic = 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21mux« 2.2 ns

Tadder7 = 7.1 ns

Ta<Jder12 = 7.7 ns

Tadder13 = 7.8 ns

Ta(J(ler14 » 7.9 ns

Tcomp=127 = 3.4 ns
TmuitiplylOxlO = 18.2 ns
Tregfin = 12.3 ns
Tregfout = 11.9 ns
Trom = 8.8 ns

362 502 473 426 362 284 196 100

362 426 196 -100 -362 -502 -473 -284

362 284 -196 -502 -362 -502 473 426

362 100 -473 -284 362 -284 -196 -502

362 -100 -473 284 362 284 -196 502

362 -284 -196 502 -362 502 473 -426

362 -426 196 100 -362 502 -473 284

362 -502 473 -426 362 -284 196 -100

Figure 70: IDCT-J'.SA^ (part 2/2)
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fco(Je=choose on counter

motochoose on counter

' newschoose on counter

pelvachoose on counter

motr-choose on counter

ml«fcocJe-l

Tl»"motoO"

ni1«m1-motr

TieTi orico(le»r

m6«choose0orml onTI

m7=fcode*mote

m2«m7+fcocte«5

ml »m7-{code<'^

T2»"m7>0"

m3=m7+m6

m7=choo8e m7,m3 or m4 wi T1 ,T2

m6«choose O.ml or m2 on T1,T2

m3=0-lcocle«4

m4sfco(je«4-l

m2«m6+prev

T1="m1>«m3"

T1»T1 an<J"m1<-m4"

m6«ctx)0sem1 orm2onT1

Tl»"new»1"

T1=0:
Tl=1: prev»m6

Tl»"pelv«l"

mUchoose m6 or shifted on T1.T2

rd_fl}«ml»l on counter

rd_half_ft>-lsb of ml on counter

counter«counter-«-l

Tl»"counter»3"

10.8 1 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4lmux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4l mux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4lmux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4l mux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+4lmux+Tsetup

23 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Taddsub10+2l mux+Tseti^)
24.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Tcomp<»>+Tor+41 mux+Tsetup

23 Tp_state+CNTRlogjc+81 mux+Taddsub10+21 mux+Tsetup

23.3 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+81mux+Tcomp<»>+4lmux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRk>gic+4l mux+Tsetup

24.9 Tp_state+CNTRk>gic+Tmultipiy6x4+21 mux+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8lmux+TaddsublO+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+TaddSL^10+Tsetup

23.3 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8lmux+Tcomp<=>f4l mux+Tsetup

23 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8lmux+Taddsii)l0+2l mux+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_8tate+CNTRIogic+81mux+Tcomp<=>+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81mux+Taddsub10+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+4i mux+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8lmux+TaddsublO+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8lmux+Ta<Jdsub10+Tsetup

I 23 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+TaddsublO+21 mux+Tsetup

20.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8lmux+TacWsubl O+Tsetup

23.3 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+8lmux+Tcomp<=>+4lmux+Tsetup

I24.9 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+8l mux+Tcomp<aC3-+Tand+41 mux+Tsetup

11.1 Tp_state+CNTRloglc+4i mux+Tsetup

23.3 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+81 mux+Tcomp<»>+41 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+2l mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+81 mux+Toomp<=>+4lmux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+81 mux+Tcompx«>+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21 mux+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

Tp_state+CNTRiogic+Tsetup

23 Tp_state+CNTRk>gic+81 mux+TacWsubiO+2l mux+Tsetup
23.3 Tp_state+CNTRIoglc+8lmux+Tcomp<=>+41mux+Tsetup

Execution Path: 1 + 4x20 -81

Min.Clock from States: 24.9 ns
Min.Execution Time: 2017 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: ..49 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 2025 ns

Tp_state » 2.0 ns
CNTRiogic » 4.6 ns
Tsetup - 2.0 ns

Tor - 1.4 ns

Tand -1.6 ns

21mux-2.2 ns

41 mux - 2.5 ns

81 mux - 3.2 ns

TaddsublO - 9.0 ns

Tcomp<»> » 9.0 ns
Tmuttipty6x4« 14.1 ns

Figure 72: Motion-.F5At



COMPARE
(6 Ms)

Regf comp Regt net

1R1W128X8 1R1W128X10

Addr Data Addr Data

COMPARE COMPARE
(10 bits) I (10 bits)

Figure 73: Plus-D



temp*Regl [counte^-fReg2(counteil

a(jdr«counter

counterscounter -f l

T1 «"countef«63"

108 t Tp_state+CNTR!ogic+21mux+Tsetup

23.3 Tp^-Tregfin-fTaddenO+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

17.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tadder6+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp^state+CNTRtogic+Tseti^

Regout(addr)-choose 0,temp,255 ontemp<0.tomp>255 I 18.5 I Tp+Tcomp>255+4l mux+Tregfout

Execution Path: 1 + 64x2 »129 Tp_state = 2.0 ns

MIn.Ciock from States: 23.3 ns
MIn.Execution Time: 3006 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns

Max.Clock from Constrain: 31 ns

Chosen Clock:

Execution Time:

CNTRlogIC - 4.6 ns
Tsetup « 2.0 ns

21 mux s 2^2 ns

41 mux s 2.5 ns

Tadder6 = 6.9 ns

Tadderl0 = 7.4 ns

Tcomp«63 = 3.1 ns
Tcomp<0 « 0 ns
Tcomp>255» 1.9 ns
Tregfin = 11.9 ns
Tregfouts 12.1 ns

Figure 74: Plus-.F«SA1

m



NAXt-SUM Logic

Conlrol Logic

COMPARE ADDER

vbv store I >vbv butler

Figure 75: Serial To Parallel-D/2



Execution Path: 3 Tp_state « 2.0 ns
CNTRkxjic s 4.6 nsMIn-Clockfrom States: 13 ns Tsetup.2 0ns

Mtn.Executlon Time: 39 ns
21mux-2.2 ns

Execution Constrain: 66 ns TadderS» 6.8 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: ,.22 ns Tcomp-31 - 2.8ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 75 ns

stored>0

vbv_store»0

T1="num_of_bits»31"

biLbuffer«bft_bufl0r«l || inbrt

stored«l

Tl»1: vbv_buffef=bit_buffer«l || tnbrt

T1«1:vt)v_store«1

Tial: nunri_of_bits»^

T1«0: num_of_bits»num bits+1

10.8 I Tp_state+CNTRl09ic+21mux-fTsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTR}ogic+21mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2l mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_stat0+CNTRIo9ic+21mux+Tsetup

8.6 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_staie+CNTRfogic+2l mux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_stat0+CNTRk)gic+2imux+Tsetup

13 Tp+Tadder5+21mux+Tsetup

Figure 76: Serial To Parallel-^"5^1/2



state-register

Mext-stat* Logic

Control LoQK

STORE.MEM
AcMress

Figure 77: Store-D

2bits <2
Bbits =62

COMPARE
(6 bits)

Regt ackied

2R1W128X8

Addr Data



' Tl«"pjctjype<2" 16.1 I Tp_stat6-iCNTRlogi&f2lmux-«-Tcomp<2«63-fTseUjp

2 ) counter«0 10-6 t Tp_state+CNTRlogtc+2lmux+Tsetup

' ^ A ADDR»futur_pict t|mb.addr |1
J b_num II (countef»2) 8.6 i Tp_state+CNTRIogtc+Tsetup

DOsRegisterfcounter]

4 J counter^XMjnter ^ 1

Dl»Rogister(counter)

5 J counter-counter +1

D2«RegistertcounterJ

6 } counter-counter -f1

T 1 «"counter-62"

03-Register[counter]

counter-counter +1

20.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+TrBgf+Tsetup

17.7 Tp_state+CNTRIogic-»-Tadder6+2l mux-t-Tsetup

20.7 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf+Tsetup

17.7 I Tp_state-fCNTRlogic+Tack}er6-t-21mux-fTsetup

20.7 Tp_stete+CNTRIogic+Tregf+Tsetup
17.7 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Ta(Jder6+21 mux+Tsetup

16.1 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tconip<2=63+Tsetup

20.7 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Tregf+Tsetup

17.7 Tp_state+CNTRlogic+Ta(Jdef6+21 mux+Tsetup

8J store_mem(addr)=D0||D1||D2||D3 I 25 I Tp_state+CNTRIogic+Tstorej

Execution Path: 2 + 16x6-98

Min.Clockfrom States: 25 ns
Min.Execution Time: 2460 ns

Execution Constrain: 4000 ns

Max.Clock from Conation: _40 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns
Execution Time: 2450 ns

Tp_state « 2.0 ns
CNTRIogic - 4.6 ns
Tsetup - 2.0 ns

21 mux - 2.2 ns

TaOciere = 6.9 ns

TcompK2-62 - 5.3 ns
Tregf = 12.1 ns
Tstore_mem -16.4 ns

Figure 78: Store-



Figure 79: Store/mem-D



stt)re-0: CS«0

store«1: CS-1

store»1: A(Jdr»Shrir>k Aport

10-8 Tp_state+CNTRIogtc+21mux+Tsetup

10-S Tp_state+CNTRIogic+21mux+Tsetup
19.6 Tp+TacJ<Jer13+Tad(3er13+Tsetup

Execution Path:

MIn.CiocK from States: 19.6 ns
Min.ExecutionTime: 79 ns

Execution Constrain: 100 ns
Max.Clock from Constrain: .. 25 ns

Chosen Clock: 25 ns

Execution Time: 100 ns

Tp_state = 2.0 ns
CNTRlogic = 4.6 ns
Tsetup = 2.0 ns

21 mux-2.2 ns

Tack}erl3 - 7.8 ns

Figure 80: Store/mem-



Figure 81: Video Buffering Verifier-D



»*v tieaiW)

1 ) taibO

store»1: RegfCirc(head]"Stofe_buffer
storesi: head<shead-fl

discard«1: mlsnumbit$left-size

discard«1: m2ssize-numbitsleft

discafd«1: m3«buffer shr size

' discard«l:m4«choose(lr>extshrni2)or0onml(5)

discard«1: lnext«choose (RegfCirc(tail) orOon ml(5)]

dlscard«l: tailschoose (tail+1) or tail on ml (5)

discard«l: tbuffer«m3 or m4

discard-1; numbitsleft-ml

vt>v_codes((2'^32-l)« size) and {buffer

Execution Path:

MIn.Clock from States:

Min.Executlon Time:

Execution Constrain: # ns
Max.Clocl( from Constrain: « ns

Chosen Clocic 25 ns
Execution Time: 25 ns

Tp_state • 2.0 ns
CNTRIoqIc = 4.6 ns
Tsetup > 2.0 ns

Tor-1.4 ns

Taixj« 1.6 ns

21mux -2.2 ns

Tsh64 « 5.5 ns

Tadder7 « 7.1 ns

Taddsub6 - 8.5 ns

Tregf«11.9 ns

10-6 Tp_state+CNTR{09ic+2lmux+TseUjp

106 Tp_sta!e+CNTRlogic+2lmux+Tsetup

10.8 Tp_state+CNTRIogic+2lmux+Tsetup

16.5 Tp_stat0+CNTRlogic+Tregf

13-3 Tp+Tadder7+21mux+Tsetup
10-5 Tp+TaddsubS

10.5 Tp+Taddsub6

7.5 Tp+Tsh64

12.7 T"m1"+21miix

18.1 Tp+Tregf+21mux+Tsetup

16.9 T^r+2lmux+21mux+Tsetup

16.1 T"m4"+Tor+Tselup
14.7 T"mr+2lmux+Tsetup

111 I Tf>+Tsti64+Tand+Tsetup

Figure 82: Video Buffering Verifier-



C Component Library

To synthesize is to combine library components into a working system. Because we compare

manual and automatic synthesis it is of outmost importance that we use the same library

for both approaches. This appendix contains the library we used. It is a combination of

GENUS, a generic hbrary developed at the University of California, Irvine, by Pradip Jha

and Nikil Dutt[2],and the VDPSOO-library, a l/rm library developed at VLSI Technology[6].

BdA can only use the GENUS library. We therefore have no choice but to use it for

the automatic synthesis. We therefore also use it for the manual design. GENUS is very

flexible; using it we can instantiate any component we might need. The drawback, on the

other hand, is that it has no specific delays associated with its components. Of course we

have to know the delays of components to synthesize a design using them. It therefore

becomes necessary to incorporate delays from another hbrary. We chose that hbrary to be

the VDPSOO-hbrary because we know it from earher work and it can give us ah the delays

we need.

IdeaUy our combined hbrary would be the GENUS hbrary with delays incorporated

from the VDPSOO-hbrary. However, the VDPSOO-hbrary is a technology hbrary and

has therefore too long delays compared with current technology. In our designs we would

hke to use delays that are close to current technology. In order to have shorter delays we

introduce a scahng formula which multiphes the VDPSOO-hbrary delays by 0.7 and then

rounds it down to 0.1 ns:

CurrentTechnology = floor(0.7 x DelayOfVDP300,0.1)

If current technology is in the 0.5/im range then the 0.7 factor should give us a pessimistic

but closer estimate of current technology.

The GENUS hbrary can give gate counts for ah the components we may need but

the VDPSOO-hbrary does not give gate counts for ah components. When we instantiate

a component GENUS can indicate how many 2-input gates and how many flip-flops are

needed to implement that component using standard ceUs. By assuming that a flip-flop is

7 gates (from the VDPSOO-hbrary) we can compute gate counts for ah components in our

hbrary. The combined hbrary with ah delays and gate counts is shown in Tables 2 and S.



Component

Routing
Control Units

IROW 50x5
IROW 50x8
IROW 50x32
IROW 64x6

8R0W 64x10
IRIW 54x18
4R1W 54x32
lRlW128x8
lRlW128xlO
lRlWl28xl7
lRlW128x32

2RlW128x8
4RlW128xlO

Crates I Component ns

20% II
MIS adder/4 6.7

adder/5 6.8
1412 adder/6 6.9
2009 adder/7 7.1
6785 adder/8 7.2
2042 adder/10 7.4

20016 adder/12 7.7
16428 adder/13 7.8
45307 adder/14 7.9
18808 adder/19 9.8
22942 addsub/6 8.5
37231 addsub/10 9.0
39264 addsub/11 9.1
23088 addsub/12 9.2
38040 addsub/17 9.8

1 nand 1.0
1 nor 0.8
1 xor 2.2

Table 2: Component Library (part 1/2)

When a comparator is used for a complicated comparison, like a < 5 for two 32 bit

numbers, we use an ALU, called compalu in Table 3. When the comparison is simple,
like a < 0, we do not need an ALU. We design all such comparators from components in
Tables 2 and 3. A list of the comparators is given in Table 4 (delays and gate count) and
the designs are shown on the next five pages. The order is the same as in the table below.



compalu/lO
compalu/32

shifter/8
shifter/32
shifter/64

O-detect/2
O-detect/3
O-detect/5
O-detect/6
O-detect/7
O-detect/8
O-detect/9
O-detect/10
0-detect/ll
O-detect/16
O-detect/23
O-detect/32

reg/1
reg/2
reg/3
reg/4
reg/5
reg/6
reg/7
reg/8
reg/9
reg/10
reg/11
reg/12
reg/13
reg/14
reg/17
reg/19
reg/32

multiply/6x4 14.1
multiply/6x6 11.8
multiply/7x7 13.4
multiply/8x8 15.0
multiply/9x9 16.6
multiply/lOxlO 18.2

21mux/l 2.2
21mux/3 2.2
21mux/5 2.2
21mux/6 2.2
21mux/7 2.2
21mux/8 2.2
21mux/10 2.2
21mux/ll 2.2
21mux/12 2.2
21mux/13 2.2
21mux/17 2.2
21mux/18 2.2
21mux/19 2.2
21mux/32 2.2
21mux/64 2.2
41mux/l 2.5
41mux/3 2.5
41mux/6 2.5
41mux/7 2.5
41mux/8 2.5
41mux/10 2.5
41mux/ll 2.5
41mux/12 2.5
41mux/17 2.5
41mux/32 2.5
81mux/l 3.2
81mux/4 3.2
81mux/10 3.2
81mux/ll 3.2
81mux/12 3.2
121mux/5 4.2
161mux/8 5.3

Table 3: Component Library (part 2/2)
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COMPARE

(5 bits)
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COMP
(7 bits)

ZERO-DETECT
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ZERO-DETECT

Figure 83: Comparators used in the manual designs (part 1/5)



Component ns • lllllil Mini —
compare=26=3>3/5 5.3 21

compare=7/3 2.1 9 Gale
compare=126/7 3.4 20 Calc
compare=0/6 2.5 12 Calc
compare=49=63=5<4/6 5.6 42 Decoder
compare!=l!=-1=6/8 6.8 59 Decoder
compare256<x<432/32 9.7 66 Decoder
compare=/32 9.8 128 Decoder
compare>l<63=0=l/12 7.8 41 DeqO
compare=63/6 3.1 18 Deql,Deq2,Plus,Compute
compare=0/3 1.5 6 Deql
compare>0/8 3.9 17 Deql
compare<0 0 0 Deql,Deq2,Plus
compare>0/17 6.3 33 Deq2
compare<-2047/17 5.0 17 Deq2
compare>2047/17 3.0 11 Deq2
compare<2=62/6 5.3 21 Display,Store
compare=26/5 2.8 14 Fetch

compare=127/7 3.4 21 IDCT1,IDCT2
compare>255/10 1.9 5 Plus

compare=31/5 2.8 15 Ser2Par

Table 4: Comparators of Library



DECODER

COMPARE
(6 bits)

DECODER

COMPARE
(8 bits)

DECODER

COMPARE
(32 bits)

DECODER

COMPARE
(32 bits)

ZERO-DETECT ZERO ZERO

ZERO-DETECT ZERO ZERO

i

Yo«/

Figure 84: Comparators used in the manual designs (part 2/5)



COMPARE
(12 bits)

ZERO ZERO-DETECT ZERO

DEQ1, DEQ2, PLUS, COMPUTE
I I I I I I

Figure 85: Comparators used in the manual designs (part 3/5)



DISPLAY, STORE

2bits < 2
6bits = 62

COMPARE
(6 bits)

I I I I I I

ZERO-DETECT

MUX

Figure 86: Comparators used in the manual designs (part 4/5)



IDCT1,IDCT2

255^

COMPARE
(10 bits)

SER2PAR

bbits 31

COMPARE
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ZERO-DETECT

top 2-bits
I I

t I I I I

ZERO-DETECT

Figure 87: Comparators used in the manual designs (part 5/5)




